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EDITORIAL

GET RID OF THIS MORAL BLOT

THERE    IS    A    GROWING
atmosphere  of Fortress  Europe.
The   much   predicted   shift   of

economic  prosperity  to  the  countries
round the Pacific rim, persistently high
levels  of unemployment, the  anxieties

posed  by  the   collapse  of  the   Soviet
empire,    the    ageing    of   Europe's
population -all cast a shadow over the
future.  Bosnia  has been  an  unpleasant
reminder of how  easily  the  chaos  and
violence   outside   can   penetrate   the
walls  that   surround  the  ordered   and
stable  societies  of Europe.  Anxiety  is
in the  air.  The  walls  need to be  raised
higher. There are dragons beyond.

Britain is unable to make up its mind
whether it is part of Fortress Europe or
its  own  fortified  and  sceptr'd  isle.  In
any event, the  need for higher walls is
felt   here   with   equal   intensity.   Our
manufacturing base continues to dwin-
dle. There is little evidence that we can

get by with superior brains and skill as
we were once assured.  Disturbing lev-
els   of  unemployment  give   rise  to   a
massive social security budget. The last
thing that is needed, it is widely said, is
addition  to  the  population.  The  walls
of the  Fortress  must  keep  new  immi-
grants at bay.

We  suspect  that  with  regard  to  im-
migration,   the   Jewish   community   is
uneasily acquiescent.  As a  former im-
migrant   community,   restrictions   on
immigration   may  be   uncomfortable,
but we  now  want to preserve  our own
position.    Realistic   or   selfish?   We
would rather not be asked to judge.

But the walls of the Fortress are now
being  raised  jn  another area.  Over re-
cent   years   the   number   of  people
seeking  asylum  in  the   UK  has  been
rising   and   the   government   has   re-
sponded by  seeking to bar their entry.
It   declares   that   most   are   not   true
asylum  seekers,  people  fleeing  perse-
cution   and   physical   danger,   but   are
simply ethnic migrants.

In February of this year, the Depart-
ment of social Security introduced new
regulations, removing at a stroke hous-
ing and welfare benefits from the great
maj.ority of asylum seekers, both those
who   seek   asylum   after  entering  this
country and those who are refused asy-
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lum  at  the  port  of entry  and  wish  to
appeal.

There   is   overwhelming   evidence
that  many genuine  asylum  seekers  ar-
rive   in  this  country  traumatized  and
destitute. They are not allowed to work
for the first six  months and most have
no money for food, clothing and hous-
ing. The withdrawal  of benefits will, it
is  estimated,  affect  2,700  people  and
their dependent children each month.

Jewish   organisations   are   working
with  the  churches  and  refugee  groups
to   organize   the   collection   of  emer-

gency   provisions.    But   the   social
problem,  created  by  the  new  regula-
tions,   is   far  beyond   the   means   of
voluntary organisations.  And the gov-
ernment appears to show no interest in
explaining   how   asylum   seekers   are
supposed to survive.

As a second layer of defence, a new
Immigration and  Asylum  Bill  is going
through the House of Lords, after pass-
ing   through   the   Commons   without
amendment.   The   Bill   is   designed  to
make   Britain  still   less  attractive  and
still  less  accessible  to  refugees.  It  ex-
tends an accelerated appeals procedure
for all those coming from a "white list"
of safe countries whose claims will be
deemed as  without foundation.  A  vic-
tim  of the  ethnic  conflict  in  Kashmir,
who escapes and travels to  Britain via
India  or  Pakistan,  will   automatically
be sent back since both India and Paki-
stan   are   "safe   countries"   in   which,
almost be definition,  no asylum  seeker
can  have  genuine  cause  to  fear perse-
cution.

One particularly controversial aspect
of the  Bill  is the proposal to introduce
fines  on  employers  who  do  not check
the  immigration  status  of employees.
Employers and industry are opposed to
the measure because of the significant
attendant  costs.   Above  all   there  is  a
deep  concern  that  employers  will  be
reluctant to employ black or Asian peo-
ple who are lawfully resident in Britain
-for fear that they might be  `illegals'

and  lay  the  hapless  employer open  to
financial penalties. The impact that this
could have on equal  opportunities and
race relations may be far reaching.

As  we  have  said,  most  Jews  prob-

ably assent uneasily to the proposition
that economic immigration needs to be
tightly  controlled.   We  are,   however,
more than  suspicious that the controls
work  jnequitably,   making  entry   into
Britain more difficu]t for black Bangla-
deshis   or   Hong   Kong   Chinese   than
white South Africans.  But the issue of
asylum  seekers  is  fundamentally  dif-
ferent. We cannot fail to recall that, for
much  of  the   1930s,  the  problem  for
persecuted Jewry living under sentence
of death was not so much the difficulty
of getting  out  of Germany  as  the  ex-
treme   difficulty   of  finding   another
country   who   would   take   us   in.   We
remember the infamous Evian Confer-
ence of 1938 at which so many nations
throughout the world failed the Jews of
Germany completely.

At  Evian,  some  declared  that  Ger-
man  Jews  were  not  jn  mortal  danger,
others merely shrugged. We are deeply
disturbed  by  suggestions  that the  vast
majority of political  refugees and asy-
lum seekers today are bogus. This js to
scapegoat,    to    stereotype    and    to
marginalise once again.  In some cases,
it is  also  to  send  people  back  to  their
deaths.

We  do  not  wish  to  see  this  country
taken  for  a  ride.  We  do  not  wish  to
exacerbate the problems of unemploy-
ment   and   an   ever  increasing   social
security  budget.  But  to  turn  our back
on  those  feeling  from  persecution,  to
create  obstacles  to  entry  higher Ueven
than the obstacles asylum seekers have
negotiated in leaving, is to betray what
has  been,  for  the  most  part,  a  proud
tradition  of this  country.   It  is  also  to
ignore  one   of  the   most  repeated  in-

junctions  of  the  Torah  -  "You  shall
love  the   stranger  because  you   were
once strangers in the Land of Egypt".

Even  at  this  eleventh  hour,  we  im-

plore  the  government  to  withdraw  or
amend  the  proposed  legislation.   But
should it arrive  as  a  moral  blot on  the
Statute Book, it must be the first prior-
ity for a future government to repeal it.
The  Fortress,  which  bars  the  way  to
those  whose  ]jves  are  in  peril,   is   an
utterly intolerable response to the very
real  social  and  economic  problems  of
our times.



S0   WHO   IS   A   JEW?   THIS
question   js   driving   an   ever-
widening   wedge   through   the

MY FATHER
IS JEWISH, SO...

Emma Klein

Journalist Emma Klein has spent several years
interviewing Jews on the margins Of the community, many

with what is often terms `status problems'. The result of
her research has just been published by MacMillan in

"Lost Jews: the Struggle for Identity Today".

MANNA asked Emma Klein to summarise her experience.

Jewish world.
For  the  two  years  I  devoted  to  re-

searching  and  writing  my  book  `Los/
/eus', this was the heart of my quest. I
sought out the attitudes of a large vari-
ety of people on the ffinges of Jewish
life,  most  of part-Jewish  descent  and
searched  for answers  from  rabbis and
communal  leaders.

The  problem   is   that   the   official
fro/crfrfej.c   definition   of  Jewish   status
takes  no  account  either  of individual
feelings  or of perceptions  of identity.
Rather,  as  its  defenders  like  to  point
out, I.t is analogous to the rules of mem-
bership  of an  exclusive  club.  Today,
when  Jewish  activists  of  all   persua-
sions   acknowledge   that  preserving
Jewish  identity  has  become  the  key
challenge, does such a standpoint make
sense?

The  fecz/czkfe;.s/s  maintain  that  a  per-
son who is born  a Jew but converts to
Christianity   remains   a   Jew.   Israel`s
secular  authorities   see   it   differently.
For the  fecr/cr4fe;.sfs,  to  be  a  Jew  means
to be born of a Jewish mother or have a
maternal Jewish grandmother or great-
grandmother,  regardless  of any  other
day to day reality. Ordinary Israelis, in
contrast,  from  the  late  Prime  Minister
Rabin downwards, were outraged when
a Russian immigrant soldier killed in a
terrorist   incident   was   segregated   in
burial from the other soldiers who had
fallen because jt was his father and not
his mother who was Jewish.

Outside   Israel,  the  dilemma  is   no
less acute. How many individuals have
been confronted by the revelation that
they are not who they have always con-
sidered themselves to be? Such shocks
most commonly arise when status tests
are   imposed  by  orthodox   Batei   Din
prior to marriage. But there are numer-
ous other ways of suddenly finding out.
One  young  man  raised  in  a  Reform
congregation  was  told  out  of the  blue
by his maternal grandmother, who was
then developing  Alzheimer's,  that  she
was  not Jewish. The effect such a dis-
covery   may   have   on   the   individual
involved   can   vary  enormously.   This

young  man   was  so   shocked  that  he
began  to  question  the  value  of being
Jewish at all. I heard of a strictly ortho-
dox young man studying at Gateshead
Yeshivah who, on learning that he was
not  technically  Jewish,  pondered  the
matter for a couple of hours, closed his
Talmud  and  walked  out  of. the  Jewish
world.

Yeshivah  students  in  that  predica-
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ment are usually offered and accept an
instant mz.froefe conversion.  Individuals
who  are  less  orthodox  face  a  more
complex  situation  and  need  to  show
tremendous determination if they wish
to   maintain   that  they   are  Jewish.   A
woman, now very active in the Reform
Movement, had grown up in an ortho-
dox congregation and was horrified to
learn  from  her father that they  would
be  changing  synagogues  because  her
mother  had  not  been  Jewish  and  had
recently  undergone  a  Reform  conver-
sion.  When  this  woman  was  about  to
get   married,   the   Reform   rabbi   in
question   had  to  inform  her  that  she
would  have  to  go  before  a  Beg./fe  D!.#
since, technically, she was not Jewish.
`How  dare  anybody  tell  me  I'm  not

Jewish?' was her reaction, a cry of an-
ger and anguish that speaks for many.
Certainly   it   was   so   for   a   young
Frenchwoman,  raised  as  a  Jewess  but
not allowed to have a bat mitzvah who,

years later, found herself in the invidi-
ous  position  of being  the  only person
in her family who was not fecr/czkfej.ccz//);
Jewish.  Her mother had finally under-
gone  a  conversion  under the  auspices
of the  Orthodox   Co#sj.s/o!.re  and  her
younger sisters had gone to the mj.frock
at the same time.

These anomalies involve a great deal
of secrecy and lead to a  `grandmother
in  the  closet.  situation.  In  contrast  to
centuries  of persecution  during which
many  Jews  were  impelled  to  conceal
their  Jewjshness,   it  is   now  the   non-
Jewish connection in a family which is
tucked  away,  for  fear of the  implica-
tions  for future  generations  were  jt  to
come to light.

Are obstacles a stimulant or a deter-
rent  to  a  sense  of Jewishness?  For an
answer,  it  is worth  looking at children
of Jewish fathers, without a Jewish up-
bringing, who have yet come to feel  a
strong connection to their Jewish line-
age.  Most,  especially  in  this  country,
are  constantly  reminded  by  Jews  that
they   are   not  Jewish.   This   certainly
gives rise to hang-ups and `does grate',
as  one  young  man  put  it.  Now  a  lec-
turer  in   International   Re[atjons,   this

young   man   has   taken   on   a   radical,
secular,  cosmopolitan  Jewish  identity
as the more particular variety is denied
him.   A   young  actress  who  grew  up
among  many Jewish friends and once
caricatured  herself.  as   `Miss  Golders
Green',  speaks eloquently of her frus-
tration  at  wanting  `something  that  so
many  have  and  don't  value'  ahd  her
awareness  of how  insidious  and  dam-
aging it can be when  `there is a feeling
from every Jew you meet within a par-
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ticular  community  that  you  somehow
don't belong'.  Another young  woman
has held back from activities that inter-
ested  her  or  kept  her  mixed  origins
under wraps.  `The reaction I've had all
my life is "You're not Jewish, are you?"
Then you don't want to keep going and
coming  out  rejected.'   She  acknow-
ledges that, ironically, these difficulties
might be  an  attraction:  `Maybe  that's
something that makes you want to have
it because of the struggle.'

Many  people  with  Jewish  mothers
only  also  find  themselves  struggling
with  their Jewishness.  Some  are  con-
tent to accept a purely cultural identity.
Others,  who  would  like  to  take  their
Jewish exploration further, may take a
step forward and then take a step back,
inhibited  by  some  fear  or  hesitation

great  feeling:  `1  pay  lip  service  to  the
benefits  of Judaism  but  I  do  actually
nothing. For me to get off my arse and
do  something  about becoming Jewish
would take - I don't know how to put
it, it's something I have trouble under-
standing within myself.'  His  reaction,
in  particular  his  hesitation  regarding
conversion,  is  characteristic  of many
in this country in a similar position.  In
France,  in  contrast,  the  Co#s;.s/o!.re  is
inundated  with  requests  from  people
with  Jewish  fathers  or  grandfathers
who  wish to  convert,  although  only a
small   percentage  are  accepted   each
year. Many Sephardi immigrants from
North  Afuca  `married out'  but never-
theless   wish   to   maintain   a   strong
Jewish family life. In the former Com-
munist bloc, the Holocaust and the long

In the f;ormer Corrununist bloc, the Holocaust and the long
post-war era during which arly expression Of Jewish
identity was suppressed, have led part-Jews to display a
particularly robust sense Of Jewishness
they  are  unable  to  define.  In  Britain,
these  matrilineal  Jews  are  unlikely  to
face rejection -unless they have been
raised in another religion.  As one man
with a Jewish mother but brought up as
a  Christian put  it,  `1  think  it  would be
welcome to many people, not lea;t peo-
ple    like    myself,    to    feel    one    is
encouraged  to  be  part  of the  Jewish
community  and  to  parade  one's  Jew-
ishness,  as  it  were.'   What  he  would
like Jews to say is `You're in the wrong
religion but  you're  still  one  of us.'  In
France, where the climate is decidedly
less   welcoming,   children   of  Jewish
mothers are acknowledged as Jewish but
really regarded as  `fifty-fifty',  not re-
ally   `cac%6re'.  This  often  produces  a
correspondingly  negative  reaction.   `1
really don't want to do  "ore than the
others to be considered the same as the
others,'  was  one  young  woman's  re-
sponse.

Not  surprisingly,   it  is  children  of
Jewish  fathers  and  non-Jewish  moth-
ers   who   experience   the   greatest
ambivalence towards their Jewish side.
This is epitomjsed by a man with three
Jewish  grandparents  but  not  the  vital
one, who says:  `If my mother's mother
had been Jewish,  I'd have no problem
in  identifying  but  because  she  isn't,
according to the law as I understand jt,
I'm  not.   In  a  sort  of way  I  feel  that
rejection.  It's  a  sense  of being  like  a
chameleon.  If I'd just had that quarter
I'd  have  been  "in".'   Another  young
man  expresses  this  ambivalence  with

post-war era during which any expres-
sion of Jewish identity was suppressed,
have led part-Jews to display a particu-
larly   robust   sense   of  Jewishness,
without feeling the need to convert. As
a womanjournalist in Prague puts it:  `1
feel  myself a  Jew,  of course,  without
any  problem  but  I  don't  want  to  be
orthodox.'

If  national   or  sociological   factors
contribute   to   Jewish   identification,
they  are  not  necessarily  decisive.  The

quest for a committed Jewish identity
is a very individual process. While this
is  also  the  case  for  many  born  Jews,
who  reject the conventional  trappings
of a  Jewish  upbringing,  it  is  particu-
larly  striking  in  individuals,  even  of
remote Jewish ancestry, who suddenly
find  that  Jewishness  is  at  the  core  of
their  being.  One  woman   I   spoke  to,
who was vaguely aware of having one
Jewish great-grandparent, made certai n
key decisions influenced by an uncon-
scious   sense   of  Jewishness  before
finally becoming aware of her affinity
to  things  Jewish.   She  later  formally
converted  under  Reform  auspices.  A
young man with  a Jewish grandfather
came  in  his  teens  to  a  Liberal  Jewish
community  in  the  provinces  and  then
decided  that  orthodox  Judaism   was
right for him.  He is pursuing an ortho-
dox conversion and hopes to become a
c4ass;.d.  Equally  fascinating  are  cases
of people  with  Jewish  mothers  who,
with  no  other  Jewish  background  or

Continued on next page



upbringing  at  all,  take  jt  upon  them-
selves   later  jn   life   to   become   fully
involved Jews.

Many part-time Jews may feel  little
Jewish   identification   but   react   to
antisemitism  or  questions  relating  to
Israel  or the  Holocaust.  This  is  some-
thing   they   have   in   common   with
unaf`filiated  Jews,  although  the  reac-
tion  of the  fairly  indif.ferent  part-Jew
may  be  less  intense.  Cultural  and  so-
cial  manifestation  of Jewjshness  from
Woody   Allen   to  bagels   also   trigger
some spark of recognition. Whether the
part-Jew's   sense   of  Jewishness   is
merely residual or something more dy-
namic, it is often more than negligible.
As  one   young  woman  whose  father
was Jewish explains:  `1 don't think you
become  a  non-Jew  or  an  ex-Jew  be-

cause  you've  decided  on  something
else.  Being Jewish has  less  to  do  with
what  you  think  and  what  you  believe
than what you are. Whatever happens,
I  always  feel  I'm  partly  a Jewish per-
son  because  that  is  my  origin,  that  is
something that won't change. It is quite
fundamental, certainly to me.'

That could also be said by born Jews
who  have  taken  an  alternative  affilia-
tion, be it Marxism, Buddhism or New
Age Spirituality. It is certainly an argu-
ment  often  propounded  by  Messianic
Jews.  It shows that a  sense  of Jewish-
ness    is    a    variable   that   operates
independently and unpredictably.

Is  there  anything  the  Jewish  world
can  do  to  harness  this  Jewish  feeling?
In  some  cases,   nothing  more  than  a
tolerant  and  accepting  attitude  is  real-

istic. Part-Jews with only residual Jew-
ish traits do not wish to be pressurised
into  being  more  Jewish,  nor  do  Jews
with alternative affiliations. The latter,
however,  would prefer not to  be  vili-
fied by mainstream Jewry but allowed
to express their Jewishness i n their own
Way.

In  other  areas,  the  Jewish  world  is

grossly  negligent  in  failing  to  recog-
nise  that the  aspirations  of part-Jews,
however  hesitantly  and  ambivalently
they may be expressed, represent a po-
tential  enrichment  of Jewish  life.  All
too often,  it is being  squandered. This
is of particular relevance since the Jew-
ish community -and, by extension, the
Jewish faith -js perceived by a major-
ity of unaffiliated young Jews as being
exclusive,  inward-looking and ghetto-
ised. Rather than bewailing the decline
of  Jewish   numbers  and  the   drifting
away of so many educated and inte]li-

gent  Jewish   youngsters,   the  Jewish
community could be opening its doors
to part-Jews who might like to explore,
in  an  open,   unpressurised  ambience,
some facet of Jewishness that intrigues
them. Whether there should be institu-
tions  set  up  for this purpose  or just a
greater  awareness  and  receptivity  in
existing communal structures is some-
thing that could be worked out.

I  cannot conclude without returning
to the  Acz/cr*fez.c question.  While  I,  per-
sonally,   have   nothing   against   the
acceptance ofpatrili neality as practised
in  Liberal  congregations  in  this  coun-
try  and  by  the  Reform  movement  in
the States,  I  do  not see it as a solution
as  it  creates  a  breed  of  `second-class
Jew'.  I  feel,  nonetheless,  that to  com-
pet  someone  with  a  Jewish  parent  to`convert'  to  Judaism  may  appear  of-

fensive.  Is there  not  some  other fomi
of   f/.4kwH,   of  regularisation,   which
might  be  more  acceptable?  Certainly
the   RSGB    mj.froefe   and   intermediate
certificate   procedure   for  committed
patrilineals  is  one.  Since  neither these
measures  nor  RSGB  conversions  are
accepted  by  the  orthodox  authorities
however,  they  would  not  remedy  the
absurd  situation  whereby  Jew  cannot
marry Jew. Some sort of initiative must
be   instigated  with   orthodox   backing
that could bridge the Jewish divide.  A
utopian fantasy perhaps but there is the
rare  orthodox   voice  which  is  keenly
aware  of  the  problem.   We  can  only
hope that it may prevaill

EMMA   KLEIN   t`Jfls   bo;.#   f.H   /#c/!.¢   "#c7  ec/!f-
caled  in  England  and  Amel.ica.  She  is  a  \\il.ilel.
and joiil.nalis[.  PIIblica[ions  inclilde  al.[icles  in
nalion(Il  newsp(Ipel.s  and  joiil-nals,   in  I)al.licii-
lal.  .The  Tablel'.
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A:nil,T:U::r:::nFacs::T::r;;:e:
Aviv  to  find  myself in  Kikar Yitzhak
Rabin   -   formerly   Kings   of  Israel
Square -the place where Israel became
yet another country in  which violence
can kill  its native-born kings.

I  had journeyed  from  a  damp  Lon-
don, on my first trip to  Israel, to a hot,
sunny Tel  Aviv awaiting the arrival of
King   Hussein  of  Jordan.   He   was  to
dedicate   a   new   wing  of  the   Ichjlov
Hospital   in   which   Prime   Minister
Rabin  had died on that evening of 4th
November  1995.

As  one  enters  the  tree-lined  Rabin
Square,  one  is  totally  unprepared  for
the sight that awaits. Under the mezza-
nine on  which the  Prime  Minister and
his colleagues sang the  Song of Peace
that Saturday night in November, there
is a dark, dank walkway that rivals any
Dickensian gutter in London.  Depress-
ing, dingy and creepy, the underpass -
how  haunting  -  that  word  was  last
heard in JFK mythology -is a parking
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place for motorbikes,  as well  as being
an ideal spot for loitering, kippah-clad
assassins.

As one passes under the stairs down
which the Prime Minister took his last
walk, there it is -the  `shrine'  as  I  call
it. This is NOT a Jewish concept. But, I
must  confess,  jt  is  the  only  word  that
can  describe  the  unbearably  poignant

pile  of stones,  makeshift  monuments
including  a  replica  of Moses'  tablets,
inscribed  with  `Thou  Shalt  Not  Kill',
flowers,   fresh   fruit  and  hand-made
crafts and gifts that cover the spot on
which   Yigal   Amir,   son   of  Israel,
downed Yitzhak Rabin, son of Israel.

At the  crest of this array of memo-
rial   gifts  is  a  st`ructure  made  out  of
bullet   fragments   from   a   collection
Rabin himself inspected at an army ar-
chive.  Pushed  into gaps  in  the  side  of
this  structure  people  insert  letters  to
him,  poems and hand-written prayers.
It was late afternoon when I visited and
little   children  turned   up  to  tend  the
multitude of candles. This was a sight
too  moving  to  believe -one  of these

barely  more  than  a  toddler  -  but  all
earnest  in  their  determination  to  see
every candle alight.

On the walls around the parking lot
is a collection of writjrigs from interna-
tional  visitors as well  as from  Israelis,
the   most   common   being   `Love   U
Rabin'.  This graffiti  covers  walls  and
floor space. The most powerful sight is
the  staircase  itself,  absolutely  smoth-
ered in words of despair, grief and love.

That night I  went back.  In Tel  Aviv
a woman can still  walk alone. At mid-
night,  when  I  thought  I  would  be  tr!e
only person out  so  late,  I  was  stunned
to  see  a  crowd  of people  standing  si-
lently by the shrine.  As  I joined them,
cars drove up,  young couples got out,
stood  for  a  while  and  left.  At  about
12.15  an  elegantly-dressed  woman,  a
`Tel   Avivi',  carrying  a  concert  pro-

gramme, joined our group. We prayed
silently. I left at 12.30 and people were
still driving up to the spot that has now
become  this  city's  shrine  to  its  fallen
leader.

Continued on next page
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On the walls caciund the purling lot is a collection Of
writings -the most coirmon being `Love U Rabin' .

On Friday I visited Rabin's grave on
Mount  Herzl  in  Jerusalem.   Beautiful
and tranquil, here he has dignity.

He led the Palmach brigade -just to
educate the HMV/Tower Records/Vir-
gin/Hatchards   clerks   who   couldn't
spell   `Exodus',   the   character   Paul
Newman  played  in   `Ejrod#s'  was  the
same rode/-fought in the Suez Cam-
paign,   marched   into   Jerusalem   with
Dayan  in   1967,  showed  courage  and
genius  in  the  Entebbe  crisis  and  won
the  Nobel  Peace  Prize.  A  Jewish  man
of  Israel  who  died  in  a  dirty,  grimy
gutter underneath a sleazy car park in a
dingy roadway, his murder in grotesque
j.uxtaposition  with  what  had  been  a
night of hope and glory culminating in
the Song of Peace and Hatikvah.

Now  he  lies  in  a  grave  covered  in
still-burning  memorial  candles -hun-
dreds  of them.  If you  come  to  Israel,
pay  your  respects  at  both  places  -  at
the  fateful  spot  in Tel  Aviv  where  he
fell  and  at  the  grave  site  where  only
true kings of Israel  may lie.

It  js  time  to  leave  Israel  and  I  am
overcome  by  a  deep  depression.  To-
night  an  Israeli  fiend  told  me  this  is
because  visitors  pick  up  the  national
despair even jf,  outwardly,  Israelis do
not show their grie.f any more. Depres-
sion by osmosis,  I  suppose.

Last week it would not have affected
me   but  tonight,   watching   the   IBA
News,  I  saw  Vice  President  AI  Gore

leave a wreath at Rabin's grave. To my
utter  horror  -   indeed,   a   physical
wrench swept through my gut - it ap-
pears  that  someone  at  Mt.   Herzl,  in
their  supreme  wisdom,  has  removed
the   hundreds   of  memorial   candles,
stones,  rocks,  gifts  and  even  a  teddy
bear left at the grave, just because of a
State visit.  Why shouldn't a Christian
visitor  witness  this  phenomenon  of

posthumous love?
Today we have also heard that a new

bumper sticker is appearing in  Israel -
`Shalom  Chaver 2',  meaning  Peres  is

next.
A  taxi  driver  refuses  a  fare  in  Tel

Aviv  because  the  passenger wants  to
leave flowers in Kikar Rabin.

I  prepare  for  my  departure  tomor-
row and on my way to the airport, make
a detour to leave a memorial candle.

On Shabbat moming, instead of go-
ing   to   synagogue   as   I   might  do   in
London,  I  decided to go back to Kikar
Rabin  and sit in the brilliant sunshine.
As  I  approached the Square, there be-
fore   me   were   some   two   hundred
people. As we stood silently at the spot
where Rabin was ripped apart by Jew-
ish dum-dum bullets and as one young
man  on  this  bright  Saturday  morning
davened  and  wept,  the  police  arrived
and  ordered  the  square  to  be  evacu-
ated.  A  bomb  scare.  We  went  up  the
steps and sat in the sun, the little chil-
dren  hovering  anxiously  at  the  top  of`

the steps, looking down at the  `shrine'
as  if they  wanted  to  protect  it.  Soon
there were two loud controlled explo-
sions.  The  tiniest  children  held  their
ears but did not cry - they were more
worried  that  the  safety  of  the   `holy
place' might be threatened.

One  tired  mother  sat  on  a  graffiti-
strewn  wall  and  told  me  the  children
come here every day but especially on
Shabbat,  to  make  sure  the  memorial
stones have not been taken away. Some
even  have   nightmares  about  it.   She
sighs and says that though she did not
agree   with   the   peace   process,   she
thinks it will be years before Israel can

get  over  this  tragedy  -  `grandfather
killed  by  Jews',  as  she  puts  it  in  her
broken English.

The  all-clear is  sounded by the  po-
lice.     The     little     children,     some
stumbling   and  tiny,   go   clambering
down  the  steps  -  those  steps  where
`grandfather'  made  his  last journey -

and form  a protective ring  around the
shrine,   chattering  away  and  busying
themselves with the candles. The chil-
dren  run  up  the  steps  once  more  and,
following  them  I  watch  as  they  take
out pens and write yet more messages
to Rabin.

The  grandfather  they  lost.  The  fa-
ther Israel lost.

I  watch as one tiny girl  writes three
words. My tears come, as I realise what
she says -`Please Come Back.'

Some weeks later,  on a return busi-
ness trip to Israel, the  `shrine'  is more
beautiful  than  ever.  The  children  still
come,  day  and  night,  to  leave  urgent
messages  to  `Saba'  and  to  chatter  to
each other as if on a mission of life or
death.  Threats to  whitewash  the  graf-
fiti    by    Tel    Aviv    Council    have
generated a new wave of emotion. One
is  reminded  of the  comment mad? by
Shimon Sheves, after the assassination:
`This country has ended. I

I  notice  some  new  writing  on  the
wall:

`When he shall die

Take him and cut him
Out jn little stars
And he shall make the
Face of heaven to shine ...'
For the  first`time  I  leave  my  mark,

meant for Yigal Amir -`Do not deso-
late and corrupt my world, for if you
corrupt  it,  there  is  no  one  to  set  it
r.ight al[ter you.  (Ecclesiastes Rabbah).
If you  come  to  Tel  Avjv,  don't  feel
inhibited.  Leave your message too.

CA\ROL  GOul,D  +`ias  Script  Edilol.,  Anglia
Television   Drama,  ./.or   many  years   and   now
I.iins   her   own   TV/.film   company  dedicated   [o
Jewish  themes.
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ISUPPOSE  I  FIRST  HEARD OF
the    Jews    when    I    became    a
pupil   at  Causewayend   Primary

School,  Aberdeen.   ]t  was   1943.  The
school  still  is  a  large  granite  building
with a  romantic tower making it look
like a fortress.  It was gas lit, with coal
fires  and  frequently  attacked  by  the
Luftwaffe.  The  war was  at  its  height
and we were in the depths of despair.
Our homes had all been bombed and in
one particular raid in April  1943 many
were   killed,   including  children  at  a
neighbouring primary school.

At school the teachers did their best
under dreadful  conditions.  There  was
no counselling in those days for those
traumatised by the  air raids,  lost rela-
tives,   serving  fathers  and  suffering
young  mums.   We  just  had  to  cope.
However  religion  survived  somehow
in the midst of all this religion-defying
mayhem.   Miss   Dorothy   Allen   in-

A SCOTTISH
PRESBYTERIAN
AMONG JEWS

Norman Hogg
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structed us in the faith. So the first Jew
I ever heard of was Moses.

Moses struck me as an extraordinary
character.  He  still  does.  Here  he  was,
found in the bulrushes by a  real  prin-
cess -not yourjumped  up county set
but  the  real  thing.  A  volunteer  single

parent,   she   had   him   treated   like   a
prince.  But  he  throws  up  the  Holly-
wood  lifestyle  to  become  a  labour
leader with a bent for travel  in hostile
terrain.  The whole thing struck me as
amazing, incredible even. Imagine giv-
ing  up  all   that  comfort,   luxury  and
power. He was not on wartime rations.
He  knew,  unlike  me  and  my  chums,
what it was to eat grapes and be safe at
night.  And  he  was  going  to chuck the
whole lot in to lead a  small  collection
of construction  workers  out  of bond-
age.  All because he was one of them?

My dad was local leader of the Bak-
ers'  Union.  He was  all  for leading the
workers,  whom  he  went on about day
and night and day but he had no  such
radical  proposals  for  the  creators  of
Aberdeen  butteries -  Scottish  bagels.
No,  he  would  never  have  supported
any  such  notion,  motion,  proposal  or
policy.

This was an early example of being
a  Scottish  Presbyterian.  Not that I  had
received any instruction in being either
Scottish or Presbyterian -it was in my
genes.

I  was  learning  to  read.  Miss  Allen
was seeing to that. John Knox on  14th
August  1564 in the Tollbooth in Edin-
burgh  told  the  toffs  that  every  parish
had to have a school. Children were to
learn  to  read  so  that  they  could  read
and   understand  the   Bible  for  them-
selves. The toffs were too scared of the
mihtant reformers to do other than agree
and within four years Scotland had uni-
versal  education.   It  took  the  English
300 years to catch up. Come to think of
it, they are still trying to catch up.

Yes,  my  Scottish  Presbyterianism,
complete  with  biblical  criticism,  was
firmly  in  place  before  we  had  com-
pleted Exodus.

Miss Allen proceeded to lead us out
of bondage, into the wilderness and on
to the promised land. The events on the
way live with me still.

It was all leading up to telling us that
another  Jew  came,   several   thousand
years on, to lead the people out of an-
other   bondage.   He   was   Jesus   of
Nazareth.   I   was   captivated  by   the
whole  huge  story.  I  was  hooked,  this
was for me.

I  did not know it then but those two
Jews   had  moulded   and   shaped  our
world.  Their lives  and  message  shape
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our  individual   lives,  which  is  in  part
what   religion   is   about.   The   Judeo-
Christian world we inhabit is their gift,
God's  gift,  to  the  world.  They  were
special people, from what I  now see as
a very special group of people whom I
have  come  to  care  for deeply  and  re-
spect.

When I was eighteen I was asked by
the Queen to serve in he armed forces.
It  was  called  National   Service  and  a
totally   ludicrous   idea   invented   by   a
Labour government. I joined the Royal
Air  Force  because  the  local  regiment,
the Cordon Highlanders, seemed, well,
a  bit  rough  and  tough.  I  preferred  the
RAF uniform.  It had more style.

My      military      service,      as     an
Aircraftsman  2nd  class,  was  to  lead
me  to  meeting  the  first  living  Jews  I
had   ever  encountered  -   Eddie   Ash
from   Manchester   and   a   lad   called
Eddie  Pogrund  from  Leeds.  We  were
instant buddies. We discussed re]jgion,
socialism,  girls,  food,  socialism,  girls,

girls,  girls  and  I  greatly  liked  them  -
the  Eddies that is.  I  was evangelical  in
my religion, they were  not. They were
English and Jewish.  I was Scottish and
Christian  but  that  was   not  quite  the
same  thing.  They  had  religion  and  an
identity   I   could  almost  touch.   I   was
fascinated.  I  was  impressed.

As  a  young  man  in  the  late  fifties
and early sixties, with personal expert-
ence   of  the   war  and   what  fascism
meant,  I  knew that  I  had a responsibil-
ity for other people.  I  knew the answer
to Abel's question.  I  was my brother's
keeper. I learned what had happened to
the Jews.  I  knew it must never happen
again.  My  late  father,  by  now  a  most
successful  politician  in  Aberdeen  and
a man of strong faith, was horrified by
the   Holocaust.   He   railed   against  the
Nazis  and  constantly  insisted  that  my

generation  was  to  ensure  that  nothing
like them or their evil was ever to hap-

pen again.  It was sound instruction.
Throughout my political life and be-

fore  that  in  my  work  for  the  trades
union  movement,  I  was  always  aware
that there are people around who know
all the answers and want to tell the rest
of us  how  to  behave.  They  have  ideo-
logy. They are always politically correct.
Mr Major has just  discovered them  in
his ranks. Labour has had its black days
at  their  hands.   They  have  to  be   de-
feated. Their bottom line is intolerance.
Their defeat was and is my business.

In  parliament   I   have   set  myself  a
very  few  objectives.  One ordinary  lad
with  little  by  way  of education  could
not be a great all-rounder.  It had to be
priorities only.
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My first priority was to try and help
bring the  Labour Party back to power.
That meant getting a job in the party's
management,   so   I   became   a   whip.
Later  I  was  to  become  Deputy  Chief
Whip -number two to Michael Cocks,
now Lord Cocks. Michael and his wife
Valerie are great supporters of Labour
Friends  of Israel  and,  once  I  had  left
the Whips Office,  I  decided that Israel
would be one of my political  commit-
ments.   The   opportunity  came   along
with an invitation to visit Israel.  It was
a great opportunity which I seized. One
thing  led  to  another  and  I  joined  the
Executive Committee and later became
Chairman.   The   experience   has  been
wonderful. The present Director, Miles
Webber, is a very able young man and
a   pleasure   to   work   with.   He   has
wrought wonders. We are now the larg-
est   organisation   of  its   kind   in   the
Parliamentary Labour Party and we are
back to the strength we enj.oyed in the
halcyon days of Harold Wilson. Today's
leader, Tony Blair, is strongly for Israel
and  the  Jewish  community.  He  gives
us  every  support.  When  he  addressed
our fn.nge meeting at the Brighton con-
ference  last  year  600  delegates,  MPs
and  supporters  turned  up.  We  ran  out
of wine and cheese almost at once.

My  view  of LFI  is  straightforward.
It exists to promote Israel and an under-
standing  of  Israel   within  the   Labour
Party.  It does not exist to win votes for
Labour,  although  I  would be  less than
honest  if  I  did  not  admit  that  I  want
supporters of Israel to support Labour.
I want them to support Labour in Israel
as well.

I can well  recall that Labour lost the
votes of many Jewish folk because La-
bour   lost   its   way   on   key   issues
affecting  both  Jewish  people  and  ls-
rael.  It was not clever and a substantial
number promptly emigrated to the To-
ries.  If that has been turned around,  it
is  due  in  no  small  part  to  both  John
Smith and Tony Blair.

John Smith, a close friend of thirty-
five years' standing, had a background
very similar to my own and an affinity
with  the  Jewish  people.   He  saw  that
there exists a very big idea that makes
the  small  State  of Israel  the  great  na-
tion it is. Tony B]air has that same feel
for Israel and the same affinity with the
Jewish  community.  His  speech  in  the
Albert   Hall   in   memory   of  Yitzhak
Rabin was a triumph. It concluded with
the statement "Oseh shalom bimromov
-hoo ya'a'seh shalom aleimi ve al hal
y!.srcre/,.   ve ';.#?roo  ,4me#. "  (May  the
Maker  of  peace  in  the  highest  bring
this peace upon us and  upon all  Israel;

and  they  shall   say  Amen.)   My  eyes
misted. I had to remember I was a Pres-
byterian  and  not  entitled  to  emotion.
Well, except when singing the psalms.

Labour  Friends  of Israel  has  intro-
duced me to a whole new world.  I find
myself involved with the Anglo-Israel
Association and the Council for Chris-
tians and Jews.  I  am on friendly terms
with  Israeli  cabinet  ministers  and  met
Mr  Rabin  several  times.  I  have  good
friends  at  the   Israeli   embassy.   I   am
even on good terms with Conservative
Friends  of  Israel.  Best  of all   I  get  to
visit Jerusalem.

I  find myself speaking on  Spectrum
Radio  with  all  the  authority  of a  Mal-
colm   Rifl(ind  or  a  Robin  Cook.  The
/ew.sA  Cfe;-o#f.c/e asks  me  for quotes,
which is more than can be said for the
G/czsgow f7ercz/c7.  My dear frl.end Rabbi
Wjlly Woolf takes me out to lunch just
as he did when he was a distinguished

political correspondent jn the Commons
Lobby and  I  know  I  have arrived with
the  community because  I  am  asked  to
contribute to charities.  I  am frequently
to  be  found  planting  trees  in  Israel.  I
am big in the  Israeli  timber business.

Why  do  it?  There  is   not  a  single
Jewish  family  in  all  of Cumbernauld
and Kjlsyth, my constituency, as far as
I  know.  No one can say  I  do  it for the
votes.  As John  Smith  once  said to  the
Christian   Socialist   Movement,   "You
do what is rightjust because it is right."
I  have  always  tried  to  follow  John's

good advice.
The  state  of Israel  is  the  one  great

and exciting idea that has come to frui-
tion in a century that has seen humanity
sink  to  its  lowest  ebb -a  century  that
has  seen  two  world  wars,  the  Holo-
caust,  seemingly endless conflicts and
the rise of dictators with ugly, evil po-
litical   ideologies.   We   have   little   to
crow   about   as   we   trace   our  path
through  the  last  ninety-six  years.  But
Israel  and  its  ideals  offers  hope.  It  js
the   light  on  Zjon's   Hill.   The  peace

process is part of the continuing great-
ness of Israel and we pray for the peace
of Jerusalem.  We  need that peace  for
the  Israelis,  the  Arabs,  the  Muslims,
the Christians and the Jews. We need it
for the sake of world peace.

Oh yes -how does a Scottish  Pres-
byterian  look  at  the  Jews?  Well,  as  a
poor,  widowed  peasant girl  once  said
to her mother-jn-law: ``Your people shall
be my people and your God my God."
I cannot say anything better than thatl

NORMA\N   HOGG   has   been   in   Pal.liamenl
since   1979.   He  is  a j.orlnel.  local  Govel.nment
Offiicer  and  was  Labo.ir's  Depiity  Chic.i Whip

./.I.om   1983-1987.
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TRADITIONAL JEWISH STORY
-     Judaism     is     an     ancient
religion,   received  by   Moses  at

Mount Sinai and preserved by the Jewish

people  unchanged  ever  since.  At  some
time in the first century Jesus. followed
by Paul, set up a new religion, borrowing
important bits from ours, abandoning the
commandments   and   mixing   in   some
strange and incorrect ideas.

Traditional  Christian  story  -  Juda-
ism  is  an  ancient  religion,  received by
Moses  at  Mount  Sinai   and  carefully

preserved  by  the  Jews  ever  since.  At
some  time  in  the  first  century,  Jesus
came   and   `perfected'   this   religion,
bringing  it  to  its  fulfilment.  Unfortu-
nately, the Jews did not appreciate what
had  happened but stubbornly continued
with the obsolete form of the religion.

What both versions of the story have
in  common  is  that  there  are  two  dis-
tinct     religions,     each     of    which
descended  fully-fledged  from  the  sky
at a particular point in time, the one in
the days of Moses, the other in the days
of Jesus.  Where  they  differ is  in  their
evaluation  of the  second event and  its
relationship   with   the   first.   But  they
agree that Judaism is the `mother' reli-
gion and Christianity the  `daughter'.

The news from the world of scholar-
ship is that both versions  are wide off
the  mark.  Judaism  did  not  spring  into
life fully mature one day around  1400
BCE,  nor did Jesus in  30 or so CE,  or
even  Paul  a generation  later,  proclaim
a  Christian  catechism  like  that  of the
mature  Church.  Both  religions  under-
went  centuries  of development before
their  texts,   practices   and  beliefs   at-
tained  their  `traditional'  forms.  They
have  co-existed  and  developed  in  re-
sponse to changing circumstances and
insights  until  the  present  day.  Indeed,
both Judaism and Christianity are even
today reformu]ating themselves as vjg-
orously   as   ever   in   the   light   of  the
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insights   and   challenges   of  our  own
time.

Stranger still, the Talmud and other
founding   texts   of  rabbinic  Judaism,
from which both Orthodoxy and Reform
descend,   were  actually  written   /czfer
than   the   Gospels   which   were   the
founding  texts  of  Christianity.  When
the  Pope  refers  to  Jews  as  the  `e]der
brother'   of  Christians  he  has  got  it
wrong.   We  are  both  children  of  the
Hebrew scriptures. But in terms of our
defining  texts it  is Christians  who  are
the  `elder brother'.

And  here  we  come  to  the  signifr
cance of Michael  Hilton's informative
and very readable book,  7lfee Cfer[.s/;.cz#
Efflect  on  Jewish  Life.  Christians  and
Jews have hved side by side, usually in
conflict,  ever since  they  split  apart  in
the first century. But not even the walls
of the  ghetto  fully  isolated  one  from
the other. People engaged in trade even
if they did not read each other's books.
People  noticed  each  other's  customs
and  symbols.  There  were  converts  in
both  directions  and    bcza/ej.   /es%{fi/aft,
such  as the  co#versos,  `Marranos',  of
Spain  who  when  they  returned to  the
fold  brought  into  Judaism  something
of their rejected culture. Words, ideas,
concepts,  crossed barriers.  From  time
to time scholars actually met,  whether
jn  enforced  debate  or  as  a  result  of
curiosity. Women in pre-modern times
transmitted   ideas   `over  the   garden
fence. or at the village well.

Christjanjty   and   Judaism,   in   the
course  of two  thousand  years'  devel-
opment,   have   constantly   interacted
with one another.  If christianity owes
an obvious debt to Judaism, Judaism in
the forms it now exhibits, owes a debt
to  Christianity.   It  is  this  debt  which
Michael  Hilton sets out to document.

The book has three main sections. In
the first, Hjlton compares and contrasts
the  Jewish  and  Christian  festive  sea-
sons,  Christmas  with  Chanukkah,  the
Lenten  Carnival  with  Purim,  the  Last
Supper with the Pesach Seder and Pen-
tecost  with   Shavuot.   Of  course,   the
festivals embody different `messages'.
Hilton   rightly   points   to   the   damage

done at well-meaning Church `Seders'
when  Pesach  is  confused  with  Easter
and reduced to a `prefiguration' of the
Last Supper. But historically speaking,
it is  more than  likely that  several  fea-
tures of our Seder, such as the stress on
the  fact  that  God  alone  -  no  angel,
certainly  no  man,  not  even  Moses  -
was   our   Saviour,   are   responses   to
Christian   claims.   At   a   more   trivial
level, the widespread custom of eating
eggs at the Seder must derive from the
European folk custom embodied in the
Easter egg.  Many  readers will  be  sur-

prised to discover that no link between
Shavuot and the Giving of the Torah is
found  in   rabbinjc   sources   until   well
into   Christian   times,   when   (Acts   2)
Pentecost  had  become  established  as
the  `Festival  of the Holy Spirit'.

The second section of the book deals
with  Messiah  and  with  Biblical  inter-

pretation.  mlton  rightly  notes that the
Hebrew  scriptures,  though  they  con-
tain  the   elements   out  of  which  the
Messiah,   son  of  David  concept  was
formed, do not have a fully integrated
picture   of  Messiah   in   the   sense   in
which this is understood today in Juda-
ism   and   Christianity.   But   when   he
suggests  that  the  mature  rabbinic  un-
derstanding of the Messiah is a response
to Christianity, I think he underestimates
the  refinements  of messianic  doctrine
in earlier Jewish sources including the
Apocrypha,  Pseudepigrapha and Dead
Sea  Scrolls,  as  well  as  the  inner  dy-
namic   of   the   messianic   concept
amongst  a people  desperate  for deliv-
erance from persecution.

Hjlton takes the  Mishnah as a  co#t-
preAe#sj.1;e  statement  of third  century
Judaism.  By not clarifying the limited
purpose  of the  Mishnah  he  is  led  to
expect too much of it. The rabbis of the
first to third centuries undoubtedly had
a  lot to  say  about the  Messiah but the
Mishnah  was  not  the  forum  in  which
they  chose  to  express  their  views.   It
was   designed  as  a   summary   of  the
mz./zvo/, commandments, complement-
ing   the   text   of   Scripture.   But   a
summary of the  #tj.fzvo/ is a  summary
of doctrine  and  one  has  to  turn  to  lit-
urgy  and   Midrash  to   find  what  the
rabbis  thought  was  important  in  doc-
trine.    So    far   as   the    Messiah    is
concerned,  the  inclusion  in  the  daily
cz#7z.dczA  of blessings  formulating  Isra-
el's  urgent  hope  of restoration  under
the Messiah, `the offshoot of David', is
a  clear indication  of  the  importance

X:ic|ftthheer#j3`isnaatiajct::,dftd°otehsjsn::]j:i:\
mulate Messianic doctrine, the fact that
over half of it consists  of the  laws  of
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agriculture,  of temple  offerings,  ritual

purities and an idealised system ofjus-
tice,   is   a   powerful   statement   of  its
compilers'   expectation   of  a   full,
messianic restoration.

Likewise, the suggestion on page 78
that  theological   disputes   with   Chris-
tians   `kept   alive   Messianism   for
mediaeval  Jewry'  js gratuitous.  Chris-
tian   persecution   intensified   Jewish
hopes but who  needed  Christian theo-
logians  to  remind  Jews  of a  doctrine
deeply embedded in Jewish conscious-
ness   far   beyond   the   confines   of
Christendom   for  a   thousand   years?
`Christianity  continued  to  shape  Jew-

ish  belief'   is  closer  to  the  mark.   The
specific/or;7zs which Jewish Messianism
took in Christian lands reflected in part
what Jews had gleaned from their sur-
roundings. There was renewed concern
with   return  to  the   Holy  Land  at  the

have  inevitably  learned  from  one  an-
other.  Hi]ton  aptly  draws  attention  to
Reuben Kimelman's fine essay demon-
strating  the  relationship  between  the
interpretation of the  Song of Songs by
Rabbi   Yohanan   of  Tiberias   and  the
Church father Origen  in the third cen-
tury.

Jews  are  familiar  with  the  way  of
interpretation  knows  as  Pardes,  from
the  Hebrew  letters   pe,  pesfecr/  -  the
plain meaning, ;.esfe, ;'e#7ez -the philo-
sophical  or allegorical  meaning, c7cr/e/,
c7e;-czsfe  -  the  midrashic  interpretation
and so;7?chA, soc7 -the mystical or kab-
balistic    meaning.     However,    this
fourfold  classification  of  methods  of
interpretation  does  not appear in Jew-
ish   sources   prior  to   late   thirteenth
century  Spain,  by  which  time  Chris-
tians  commonly  classified  their  own
interpretations as literal (historical), al-

Christians and Jews have lived side by side, usually
in confoict, ever since they split apart in the first century.
But not even the walls Of the ghetto fully isolated one
from the other.
time  of the  crusades,  a  spiritualisation
of the  concept  of Redemption  by  the
Kabbalists,   antinomjan   messianism
from  Sabbetai  Zevi  and  Jacob  Frank.
But it js surely going rather far to  `ex-

plain'  Sabbetai  Zevi  as  a  response  to
radical   movements  amongst   English
Christians (page  82).

One of the most fascinating chapters
of the  book  concerns  the  reading  and
interpretation   of  scripture.   No-one
knows for certain when Jews adopted a
regular  cycle  of Torah  reading  in  the
Synagogue.  It is  not  mentioned  in  the
Talmud, despite the listing there of spe-
cial   readings  for  Festivals  and  other
occasions.   Hilton   follows  the  theory
that the  rabbinic  lectionary  developed
in a Christian environment but the evi-
dence   for  this   is   slight.   The   annual
cycle   now   universal   amongst  Jews,
ending  and  beginning  on   Sj.#7fec7/  ro-
;-crfe,   has   come   to   us   from   Geonic
Babylonia in the  Muslim  world.

Typical  of the  fascinating  detail  in
the book is the comparison of the term
#2r.ssc7,  which  is  Latin  for  `dismissed'
and used by Christians as the  name of
their  main  prayer -the  `mass'  -with
the Hebrew term fecr//cr;-¢% which could
carry the same meaning and is attached
to   the   Reading   from   the   Prophets
which concludes the Morning Service.

Jews and Christians have constantly

quarrelled  about  the  interpretation  of
scripture and in reacting to one another
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Iegorical,   tropological   (moral/philo-
sophical)   and   anagogic   (spiritual,

pointing to the End of things).
The    eleventh    century    scholar

Rashi's  influence  on  Christian  schol-
ars     and    through    them     on    the
Reformation,   is   well   known.   But
Hilton draws attention to scholars who
have  suggested  that  Rashi's  emphasis
on the distinction between plain mean-
ing  and  c7e/-c7sA  was  a  response  to  the
critical approach of twelfth century ca-
thedral  schools.  Whilst  there  may  be
an  element  of truth  in  this,  the  influ-
ence on  Rashi  of Jewish grammarians
and  lexicographers  such  as  Menahem
ben Saruk was surely more crucial.

Part Three of the book is an historical
survey, working backwards from Mod-
ern  Trends  to  the  Middle  Ages  to  the
Birth of the Twin Faiths in the Ancient
World.

Amongst   the   dangers   in   drawing
special attention to Christian influences
on the development of Judaism  is that
one  may  too  easily  overlook  several
other  major  influences,  from  ancient
Hellenism  to  modern  secular philoso-

phies.  In purely religious terms at least
two  other  major  religions  have   had
great impact on Judaism. The Judaism
of the Exile and the early Second Tem-

ple   and  also  that  of  the   Babylonian
Talmud  evolved  within  a  Zoroastrian
setting.   Moreover,   since  the   seventh
century Judaism has evolved as much,

if not  more,  in  interaction  with  Islam
as  with  Christianity.  To  a  limited  ex-
tent  Hilton  acknowledges  the  Islamic
contribution,  rightly  stating  that  Mat-
monides'  famous  Thirteen  Principles
of the  Faith  are  formulated  in  a  man-
ner to  clarify the  boundaries  between
Islam and Judaism.  It is more difficult
to  accept  his  claim  on  page   13   that
Jews living in Islamic countries devel-
oped cultural  diversity  without  losing
sight  of the  Unity  of the  Jewish  peo-
ple,  just   as   Muslims   retained   the
concept  of  the  1/#7#€cz,   the  people   of
Islam,  notwithstanding their diversity,
whereas  Jews  in  Christendom  devel-
oped  opposing  groups,  as  one  finds
withinchristianity.Muslimsc7j.c7develop
opposing  groups  and  so  did  Jews  in
Islamic  lands,  where  for  instance  the
conflict of K.araites and Rabbanites en-
dured for many centuries. And is there
really a significant difference between
the Islamic concept of the t/#?#3cz and the
Christian ideal of a Universal Church?

The   book   is   well   organised,   in-
formative and stimulatingly presented.
Hilton concedes that he pushes his ar-

gument beyond what is strictlyjustified,
for he  writes  candidly  on  page  11   -`1
wish  to  consider  the  possibility  that
Christian texts  antedate  rabbinic  ones
because  it  seems  to  me  to  present  a
much more exciting and cogent picture
of the  early  relationship  between  the
faiths.'  But  he  amply j.ustifies the  Yid-
dish motto on the title page -W/z.e es sz.cfe
Chrisfelf ,  so  Juedelf  es  sich,  or  the
more sober claim of`the twelfth century
Judah  he-Hasid  -  `Just  like  the  cus-
toms of the non-Jews are the practices
of the Jews in many localities.  For in-
stance,   if  the  non-Jews  of  a  certain
town practice a high standard of sexual
morality, the Jews born there will do so.'

He  concludes  with  a  plea  -  `Jews
should become as aware of the Chris-
tian   aspects   of  their  knowledge   as
Christians are of their Jewish  roots  ...
Once Jews acknowledge that influence
more  openly,  we  shall  have  a  clearer
understanding of how we can relate to
Christians in a pluralist society.' Truth
and  peace  should  be  sought  for  their
own  sakes  but  historical  honesty,  as
exemplified  by   Hilton's   book,   can
make a significant contribution to har-
monious relations .

RABBI   DR.  NORMAN  SOLOMON'S  df.s-
Iingilished   col.eel.   has   inclilded   the   piilpil   (il
Hampslead  Synagogile.  London  and  lhe  Dil.ec-
Iol.ship  oJ. (he  Cenlre .I.ol.  Ihe  Sllldy  Of JI{da.Ism

&  Jev`Iish-Chl.islian   Relalions  in   Bil.mingli(im.

He   is   cill.I.enll\i    Fellov+I   in    Model.n   Je"iish
Thoiighl  a[  Ihe -O.x./.ol.d  Cen[I.e .I.or  Hebl.ew  and
Jev\iish   Sliidies   and   Lecliil-ei-   in   lheolog}i   a[
Ox.I.ol.d   Univel.sil}I.
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REWRITING OUR PRAVIRS
Last year the Union Of Liberal and Progressive Synagogiies published
"Siddur Lev Chadash: Services and Prayers for Weekdays and

Sabbaths, Festivals and Various Occasions''. S7!or//y cz/ferwcrrds, /fee
Reform Synagogues Of Great Britain published Volume 2 Of "Forms Of

Prayer for Jewish Worship", a machzorfor the three Pilgrim Festivals.
The former is obtainable from the ULPS, price £] 4.95 and the latter from
RSGB, price i I 5.50. We asked two distingriished American scholars, Dr
Erie Friedland cr#d Rabbi Kerry Olitzky,  fo rev;.ew /feese pwb/;.ca/;.o#s.

GAPS UNFILLED

Kerry M. 0litzky

A:o:t::p,T!u;g:gsaupgo:::iospu8,t::
prevailing  wisdom  of those  who  are
working  towards  significant  liturgical
change  in  North  America.  Those  who
maintain such a position argue that any
one  particular prayer book  is as much
the reflection of the context in which it
develops,   as   it   is   the   impetus   for
widespread  change  itself.  Yet  Rabbis
Jonathan   Magonet  and   Lionel   Blue,
editors  of   For#?s  o/ Pro,vcr  recently
published by The Reform Synagogues
of Great  Britain  and  Rabbis  John  D.
Rayner  and  Chaim   Stern,   editors  of
S;.c7dffrLev Cfecrc7crsfe, a recent publication
of the Union of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogues,   are   challenging   this
notion. As a longtime follower of their
sensitive    construction    of   prayer
language and insightful translations of
sacred   texts,   I   recognise   that   even
slight  changes  -  often  so  minor  that
one might question the need for a new
generation  of prayer  books  -  can  be
revolutionary  and  have  a  far-reaching
effect on the prayer-life of individuals.
By the  very  introduction  into  worship
of these  gender-sensitive  volumes  as
the  movements'   primary  liturgy,  the
editors  of  these  impressive  volumes
believe that such change is possible by
dint of the written word alone.

While  most  individuals  who  might
comment  on  these  prayer  books  will
most certainly debate the historical sig-
nificance  of liturgical  alteration,  I  am

primarily interested in the  way liturgi-
cal   reform   influences   the   worship
aesthetic.   Moreover,   do  the   changes
i ncluded in these prayer books help the
individual  to pray?  Do they nurture an
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on-going relationship of dialogue with
the Almighty?

It  is  not  the  rote  recitation  of the
liturgy  that  interests  me.  Rather,  it  is
the  heart  and  soul  of the  Jewish  indi-
vidual   pulsing   through   the   liturgy.
Thus, it is difficult to review these vol-
umes at the outset of their introduction
for use.  Likewise, it is hard to react to

prayer books  and  make  critical  state-
ments about their essential spirit, using
language and form  similar to the  kind
one  might  employ  to  evaluate  schol-
arly literature.

The editors of Forms o/Prayer ad-
mit in a statement with which I assume
the  editors  of   Siddur  Lev  Chadash
would  concur,   that  the   new  prayer
books are part of "a desire on the part
of  `progressive'   Jews  to   reconsider
their  relationship  to  Jewish  tradition,
so much of which was discarded by the
earlier   Reformers."   Similarly,   the

prayer  books  "acl(nowledge  the  radi-
cal  changes  that  have  taken  place  in
the Jewish  world  under the  impact of
the Shoah and the creation of the State
of Israel." Most importantly, they also
reflect  "the  need  for  a  greater search
for  personal   expression  of  faith  and
piety."  Yet  it  is  clear  that  the  over-
arching reason for the new prayer books
was  much  simpler  -  the  movements
needed new prayer books, because the
old ones just did not work any more.

A   progressive   movement   under-
stands the constant need to re/orm itself
in  order  to  meet  the  demands  of  an
ever-changing  and  developing  world.
So  these  prayer books  deviate  greatly
from  their  previous  incarnations  and
contemporary counterparts.  For exam-
ple, the Reform book contains a variety

of illustrations. Their inclusion is a rec-
ognition that the written word is limited
in its ability to assist the one at prayer.
The  ``how-to"  illustrations  are  an  im-
mense  help  to  the    /i//cry   shaker.   For
similar  reasons,  its  medjtations  -  de-
signed to introduce worship services -
help i ndividuals to get ready for prayer.
They  assist  jn  the  difficult  transition
from secular to sacred.  For those who
need  more help,  the  full  parallel  serv-
ice is in English too, recognising that a
profound worship experience is possi-
ble  for the person who may be on the
way to learning  Hebrew.  If the liturgy
does its work, it requires little explana-
tion. And the editors ofForm o/Pro);er
understand the need for reflective mo-
ments,   as  well.   It  is  brimming  with
study  material.  Much  more  than  just
the typical "Today is ...", I particularly
appreciate  the  material   relevant  to  a
daily counting of the o#2er.

The   editors   also   understand   that
since festival themes are usually estab-
lished  with  the  additjons  towards  the
end  of a  service,  they  had  to  cut  the
early  parts  of the  service  so  that  the
thematic  weight  of the  service  might
not  be  relegated  to  the  end.  In  other

parts of the service, the leader of con-
gregational  prayer or the individual  at
prayer is  able to  make  liturgical  deci-
sions based on mz.#feczg Aa"oko#c, local
custom. For example, parallel versions
are  included  for paragraph  one  of the
czw{.dcrfe,  one  mentioning  only  the  Pa-
triarchs,   the   other   including   both
Patriarchs  and  Matriarchs.  While  the
editors seem to shy away from making
a  principled  statement  for  gender  in-
clusion   -   adding   the   matriarchs
alternative  seems  insufficient  -  they
do  exhibit  sensitivity  for the  manage-
ment    of   slow   liturgical    change.
Nevertheless, real liturgical change de-
mands  that  we  confront  the  gender
issue in the Hebrew texts and consider
the  theological  implications  of prayer
language, male and female, in general.
Perhaps  the  most  impressive  part  of
the task is  in the  English  rendering of
God's  four-letter  name.  In  each  case,
the  editors  have  chosen to  use  a  word
which  best  describes  the  attribute  of
God  reflected  in  the  particular prayer
being  translated.  But  by  avoiding  the
gender  issue,  they  avoid  many  issues
about theology. The editors boldly take
some  teachings  from  other  cultures,
something  I  have chosen to eschew in
my own work. Finally, the Reform edi-
tors  included  notes  and  a  glossary  at
the end of the volume with appropriate
traditional greetings at the end of each
service, in order to promote Jewish cul-
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tural literacy, something which has de-
clined rapidly in the past generation.

This  js  a  tremendous  prayer  book.
But  I  would  have  wanted  more  spir-
itual   sustenance  to  emanate  from  its

pages,  particularly  scriptural  readings

thematically   delineated.   While   they
add more than 225 pages to the prayer
book,  I  would  have  preferred  a  more
direct  relationship to the  text and tex-
tual   themes,   with   a   more   explicit
spjritua]   framework   anchored  in   the

The movements needed new prayer books, because the old
ones just did not work ariy more.

with  some spiritual  commentary - not
merely intellectual explanations which
can  be  found   in  too   many  available
commentaries.  The  material  tells  me
everything I may want to know about a

particular  Torah  portion  and  nothing
about  myself.   A   prayer  book  should
enable the person at prayer to study the
text, come closer to God,  and in doing
so, come closer to self.

The editors Of  Siddtlr  Lev  Chadash
have  taken  a  different  approach.  It  is
not surprising that it feels a lot like the
Gcz/es o/Pj.c}j/er, the American Reform
prayer book  which  has  itself been  in-
tluenced  by    Service   of  the   Heal.I ,
Siddur   Lev  Chadash's  predecessor.
This, admit the editors, was the time to

go  both  further with  traditional  mate-
rial  as  well  as  innovation.  So  it  is  not
unusual  to see options for a variety of
services in this prayer book  with a  re-
turn to certain traditional rubrics which
have serious theological ramifications,
like  #2ccfec7);eA  ¢¢;7!e//.#2,  the  resurrec-
tion   of  the   dead   and   a   welcome
rejection of others, like Musaf, the sec-
ond a#2;.c7crA  on  Sabbaths  and  festivals.
Except  for  the   a;7€f.drfe,  however,  the
worshippers  will  only  find  gender  in-
clusive   language   in   the    English,
leaving -say the  editors -changes  in
the Hebrew to a future generation. Here
the   actual   name   of  God   is   usually
rendered  as  the  Eternal  One  or,  alter-
natjvely,  God,  as a  means  of avoiding
awkward repetition in the English. The
editors have restored festival and after-
noon services, as well as the traditional
embellishments  for the  a;7!/.c7cz4  during
the  intermediate  days  of festivals  and
as_erefyeneeihafeshLivah,theTenDays
of  Repentance.  Kaddish  also  appears
as  a  marker to  divide  various  parts  of
the service. And the prayer book reads
exclusively  from  right  to  left.   While
the   Hebrew   js   not  paralle]ed  by  the
English,  passages  jn  Yiddish,  Ladino
and  Aramaic  do  appear  next  to  their
English  translation.  And,  for  the  first
time in a Jewish prayer book, you will
find   materials   from   the   Dead   Sea
Scrolls and the Apocrypha.

There  are  thought-provoking  read-
ings  for the  weekly  Torah  portions -
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Torah text. There is a new introduction
of  life  cycle  prayers  and  services  to
enable  individuals  to  direct  their  own
religious  life.   Yet,   one  does  wonder
why  the  editors  chose  to  include  the
wedding  service  -perhaps  for guests
to  follow  along?  Also,  one  wonders
whether decisions to include some ad-
ditional  material,  such  as the  counting
of the  o#?er,  were  based  on  the  inter-
ests  of the  editors,  the  desires  of the
community,  or  reflections  of a  com-
munity seeking ritual change.

Throughout the history of our move-
ment,  reformers  made  changes  for  a
variety  of reasons  besides  shortening
the service. So, I am interested in those
changes  that  bring  us  closer  to  God,
many of which seem to be absent from
this  volume.  Even  with  the  additional
material  that is  independent of the  lit-
urgy and which is more plentiful in the
Reform  than  in  the  Liberal  book,  the
struggle  of self and  an  acknowledge-
ment of the  dark  side  of living and of
life, the daily encounter with the world,
framed  in  a  contemporary  idiom,  all
these seem to be missing.  Both prayer
books  are  rich  with  spiritual  opportu-
nity.   Yet,   it   is   the   intellectual   more
than the inspirational that holds sway.

RABBI  KERRY  M.  OLITZKY  7.s /Ae Oi.;.ec.-
Ior  o.|`Ihe School o./. Educa[ion  al  Hel)I.ew  Union
College-Je\`Iish   lnslilille  o.I.  Religion.  \tihel.e  he

also  dil.eels  its  GI.adilale  S[iidies  PI.ogl-tlm.  He
is  the  ai(fhol.  oi.  edi[or  o./. niilnerot(s  books  and
al.licles ``'hich  I.ei)I.esen[  solne o.I.Ike mos[  inno-
v(|Ii\ie   and   pioneering   e/I.ol.Is   in   ll.e   al.ea   Of
spii.ililalil,v   and   Jev`Iish   edilcalion    i}.   Nor[h
Ainel..lea.  Ciii-I.enlly, he is  ainong several  schol-
tll-s       ii"iolved       in       S.vnagogiie       2()()().       a
cl-ass-denomina[ional   pl.ojecl   designed   lo   re-
cl.eale  lhe  synagogi[e.

LOOSE ENDS

Eric L. Friedland

Wt:hea?R:F:,:e::Eaf%¥ar:,gmg;k:£
imprint  on  future   Progressive  prayer
books   around   the   world.   The   two

brand-new   rites   from   London,   the
F`eform  Forms of. Prayer:  Prayers for
the   Pilgrim  Festivals,  the  \a.st  of  a
trilogy  of prayer book  updates  begun
in the seventies and the  Liberal S!.c7d£/r
Lev Chadash: Services and Prayers for
Weekdays and Sabbaths, Festivals and
J/czrj.o£/s Occosz.o#s, set a high standard
of religious literacy and sophistication
for     educated     Jews     who     may
nonetheless  have  serious gaps  in  their
Jewish     knowledge.     This     is     jn
conspicuous  contrast  to  a  tendency  in
the  older  non-Orthodox  prayer books
to     pare     down     and     spoon feed
generations that we hebraica]ly tongue-
tied  and judaically  not  well-schooled.
Based  on  a  trend  started  in  the  late
sixties, the foremost purpose of the two
new English rituals is not only to edify
but to educate.

Many  times   American  Jewry  has
benefitted from  British liturgical  crea-
tivity.  The  1931  edition  of the  British
Forms Of Prayer - Daily, Sabbath and
Occczsj.o#a/ Prczj/erg had a hand  in  be-
queathing   prayers   in   contemporary
idiom      to      the      groundbreaking
Reconstructionist   prayer  books   that
first came out in the United States dur-
ing  the  late   1940s.   Several   of  those
eloquent and soulful  pieces originated
jn  the  influential  prayer book-psalter-
hymnal  of the  British  Liberal  Jewish
Religious Union at the turn of the cen-
tury. It should, incidentally, be a source
of  satisfaction   to   our   English   co-
religionists  to  see  some  of these  very
pieces    in    Hebrew   garb,    via    the
Reconstructionist Siddur, in the present
Israeli  Progressive  `Avoc7czfe sAebcz-£ev,
Jerusalem,  1982 and Kcrvvc}#e/ %cz-4ev,
Jerusalem,1989.  In  reverse  direction,
the premier editor of the Lz.bercr/ /ew-
!.sfe  P;-czj;e;`  Book  of the  twenties  and
thirties,   Israel   I.   Mattuck,   borrowed
extensively,  if somewhat whimsically,
from   the   Central    Conference   of
America  (Reform)  Rabbis'   1924   u#-
!.o#  Prcr};er  Book  in  style,  format  and
text.  On a grander scale and jn a more
thoroughgoing  manner,  the  Union  of
Liberal  and  Progressive  Synagogues'
Service  of the  Heart  (London,  196])
and the Ga/e o/Repe#/a#ce, (London,
1973),  graciously supplied the pattern
for  the  successful  remodelling  of the
u#j.o#  P/.cr);er  Book,   I   (1940)  and   11

( 1945), in Gcr/es o/Prczj;er, (New York,
1975) aLnd  Gates  Of Repentance  (Now
York,1978). So intercontinental cross-

po]]jnation  in prayer book reform  has
been with us for quite a while.  Ameri-
can prayer book compilers-editors will
undoubtedly do well  to study the Brit-

Continued on next page
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ish  Liberal  and  Reform  rites  for  the
fruitful  suggestions they might garner.
SiddLlr Lev Chadash. s co-edi\tor Chain
Stern is playing a significant role in the
American-British   liturgical   inter-
change  of  the   l990s  that  is  already
taking  place.  Because  of Stern's  dual
editorial  capacity,  it  should  not  come
as  too  much  of a  surprise  to  see  fea-
tures   [Tom     Siddur   Lev   Chadash
repeated  in  a  revision-in-the-works of
Gcz/es o/P/-c});e;. (New York,  1994).

The  shared  characteristic  of the  re-
cent  Reform  Festival  #tczcfezo;-and the
Liberal  sj.c7dzfr  is  an  eagerness  -  does
one sense even a note of urgency? -in
exposing today's worshipper to classi-
cal   texts   of  biblical,   rabbinic   and
medjeva]  origin.  Excerpts  from  mod-
ern   writers,   including   women,   find
their  prominent  place  too.  More  than
everbe;fore, Forms Of prayers: Prayers
for the  Pilgrim  Festivals  sof\z;es every
possible  chance  to  acquaint  the  con-
gregant with a broad range of. material
from the Hebrew Bible as well as from
the   Mishnah,   Gemara  and   Midrash.
One will  come across an array of such
passages in the  Meditations section at
the start of services, in the paragraphs
following   the   Shema   and    ve-crfearv/c7,
before  the  scrolls  are  taken  out of the
ark, in the Torah and Haftarah lessons
supplied with fresh, wide-ranging com-
mentaries  and   jn   the   unconventiona]
Musaf  for  each  of  the   );cz#?j.#2   fov!.#?.
While  not  one  whit  less  ambitious  on
the   pedagogic   front,     S!.c7c7i/r   Lev
Cfeczdc7sfe  is  much  more controlled  and
focused  in  the  handling  of  its  varied
thematically-related materials. Most of
the perti nent texts are placed in a sepa-
rate   portion   of  the   prayer  book  -
"Prayers   and   Readings   on   Various

Themes",   covering  200  pages  -  for
reading  after  the    'A#2z.dczfe  or,  if pre-
ferred,     during     the    Torah-study
subdivision of the bz.rcAo/ %cr-sfrcrcAcz7-,
as  on  pages   130-131   or  after  the  ser-
mon.   There   are   53   such   sections,
matching  each  of  the  weekly  Torah
portions, always based on a theme de-
rived form the Torah Readings.

One  will  be  immediately  struck  by
the extent of the traditjonal  usage that
has   been   brought  back.    Sj.c7dz/r  Lew
Cfec7c7asfe   breaks   with   British   Liberal
Judaism's one-time ceremonial  icono-
clasm  and resurrects,  for example, the
Taking  of the  Lulav  on  Succot  along
with its beracfeo/. There is, however, a
rubric  indicating their optionality or a
nagging  irresolution:  "On  Sukkot,  the
following  benedictions    #7cr)/  -   italics
supplied  -  be  recited  before  Hallel."
Fo/-;775.   o/ P;-cz};er   not   only  gives  the
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blessings  for  the  same  but  offers  in-
struction   as   to   how   and   when   the
#j.'#"'j.in -shakings  -are  to  be  per-
formed.  Both  go  out  of their  way  to
include  the  benedictory  formula  "to
dwell  in the  Sukkah" during the week
of Tabernacles.  Forms o/P/.a}/er goes
a   step  further,   by  reintroducing  the
Zoharic   custom   of  welcoming   the
Seven  Guests  -    ifskyz.z!.#..   the   Patri-
archs, Joseph, Moses, Aaron and David
-  to  the   s#ftkafe.   Like  the  American

Simchat Torah, with feczkha/o/ and a]].
For  some  reason,  pre-Shoah  conti-

nental European Liberal Judaism, with
its  unmistakably  traditionalist  aspect,
by and large did not concern itself with
the  Counting  of the  Omer -possjb]y
because of its frequent accompaniment
with  recondite  kabbalistic  meditation,
kcn;1;a#o/.   Nineteenth-century   British
Reform did, however, solely because it
strove    at    least   to    abide    by    the
pentateuchal   commandment  -  and

. . . my lasting appreciation Of Lionel Blue's and Jonathan
Magonet 's valiant grappling with Jewish spiritual genius
in its countless manifestations .  . .

RIoform   On  the   Doorposts   of  Your
f7oz/se (New York,1994), the  English
rite  includes,  in  the  name  of gender-
inclusiveness,   seven   heroines   from
Israel 's past. What sets the latter apart,
however,   are   1)   the   almost   unusual
choice  of biblical  women  -  Abigail,
Huldah and Rizpah -and 2) to under-
score  the  eschato]ogical  universalism
of  Sukkot   (a   Zechariah   14:16),    16
readings  from   Gentile   authors   like
Marcus    Aurelius,     Pearl     Bailey,
Teilhard de Chardin and Helen Keller.
In  this  prayer book  all  partake  of the
Messianic  Banquet,  as  it  were.   Ever
since  the  1840s  For#7s  o/P/-cz);e;-has
unfailingly had the congregants march
with their  /#/avz.in and  cfrogz."  during
the  feasfecz '#of -  processional  prayers.
New here is the replacement of its edi-
tor  David   Woolf  Marks's   original,
wholly   biblical     feosfe'-#a   with   an
Ashkenazic   hosha'-na  -"adam  u-
veAomcrfe'',   or   "Human   Beings   and
Animals",  the  fifth  of  the   feosfec7'#o/
series, chosen  no  doubt because  of its
redjscovered ecological emphasis. It is
of historical interest that in the Festival
volume   of  the   old    Lj.bcrcz/  Jewj.sfe
Prcr);er  Book,   a  streamlined  bilingual
AosAcr '-#cr  was provided  for "the  Last
Day of Tabernacles" -when, tradition-
ally, there are no %os%cr '#o/ -between
the  Hallel  and the  Reading  of the To-
rah.    It    is    basically    a    chjldren's

procession   carrying   either   "palm
branches   or   Autumn   flowers   and
branches".  There  are  shades  here  of
the  ``P£/crj. f7ebrczeori/#? " Theodulph's
"All Glory, Laud and Honour" proces-

sional   on   Palm   Sunday.   Another

procession later on in the same service
is  a  Simchat  Torah   %cr4Acr/aA.  Nowa-
days, textually at least, both of the new
English  rites  have  basically  the  same
components  for the  Torah  Service  on

se#r/ Acr-'o#7er was one of them. After
a  long  hiatus  of non-observance,  the
Counting of the Omer between Pesach
and  Shavuot  has  come  into  its  own
again for both branches of Progressive
Judaism jn  England. The difference jn
the  handling  of the  ceremonial  act  is
wor[rty  Of nc>te.   Siddur  Lev  Chadash
simply has the citation from  Leviticus
23:15-16   jn   Hebrew  and  in   English,
then  a   meditation   underscoring   the
movement from freedom and liberty to
law  and  responsibility,  as  epitomised
in  the  two  major  Festivals.  The  He-
brew derczc¢czfe with translation follows
-to make things easier, with the actual
counting  done  in  English.    Forms  o/
Pro);er predictably goes its own route.
For each day of the  omer count,  it of-
fers  a  reading  by  a  religious  thinker,
statesman, author or poet revolving on
a  motif  for  each  of  the  succeeding
seven weeks:  Leaving Slavery,  Facing
Freedom,  Losing  the  Way,  the  Jour-
ney,   Resistance   and   Survival,   the
Wilderness, Preparing for Revelation.

Each excerpt is trenchant in its own
way,  ending in  the  berczchafe  with  the
daily    'o#7er  count  in  Hebrew.   In  es-
sence, what the editors have done is to
transform   a   complex   mystagogical
Acrvva#cr%  into  a  variable  literary  pas-
sage   of  spiritual,   ethical   or  human
moment for mu]]ing over, as a prelude
to  a  meaningful  recitation  of the  an-
cient  benediction.  The  intention  is  no
doubt to aid worshipping Jews to mark
some decisive stations in their own per-
sonal   religious   voyage   to   Sinai   (cf.

page 907).
In  this  context,  it  is  perhaps  a  bit

surprising  that  neither  rite  has  sought
to   revive   the   practice   of    k!.c7c7!fsA
/eva#czfe,  hallowing  of the  moon,  out-
doors, upon the appearance of the new
moon.  In this age of ecological  aware-
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ness,  the  ceremony  has  caught  on  in
the   American   Conservative,   Reform
and Reconstructionist prayer books, in
Siddur  Sim  Shalom (198S). the g[fore-
mer[+ioned  On  the  Doorposfs  Of Your
f/oa/se and the domestic volume of Ko/
f/cr#esfecr#2crfe ( 1991 ), respectively. The

exacting  instructions  as  to  when  and
under what conditions one is to say the
be;.czchafe   may  conceivably  have  dis-
couraged  some  from  resuscitating  the
ritual.

Another  welcome   development  in
both  of the  new  rites  from  London  is
the  near-consistency  with  which  pas-
sages drawn from  Hebrew sources are
reproduced in Hebrew. It is evidently a
devoutly  held  wish  that  those  partici-

pating in Jewish worship recognise the
ineluctable fact that the best of English
trans]atjons  can  only  faintly  approxi-
mate   the   full   range   of  the   Hebrew.
What all of this adds up to is that to be
religiously-informed  as  a  Jew  can  ill
afford not to know any Hebrew. A de-
ployment  of  arresting   Hebrew  texts
provides one more valid reason to mas-
ter   the   Jewish   people's   ancestral
tongue.

Although   Siddur   Lev  Chadash's
distinguished   forerunner  showed   far
more  respect  for the  classical  scheme
of the Siddur than the all-but-anarchic
Liberal Jewish  Prayer  Book ever did.
Se.rvice  Of  the  Heart  did  not  a.Jways
stick   to   the   benedictory   system.   By
contrast, the  1995 rite goes a long way
towards  rectifying  the  situation  -the
bercrcfecrA framework of the service has
all  but  been  reinstated.  Now,  the  rec-
ognisable   divisions   of  the   Morning
Service  are all  there,  from  the  bj.;.cfeo/
ha-shachar and  pesukey de-zimrah to
the  Shema'  and its attendant  Benedic-
tions  and  the  'Amidah.  The  berc7cfe¢fe
formula  finds  its  way  back  here  for
both  biblical   and  rabbinic    #?!./zvof  -
and even for a few new ones as on page
550.  It  is  fairly  obvious  the  weekday
and   Shabbat  volume  of   For#ts  o/
P/.crj/e/..1977,  was  the  inspiration  for
Sj.ddzf;-  Let/  C4c7c7crsfe 's  slightly  modi-
fied       "Blessings       for       Various
Occasions",  which,  for the  first  time,
admits the blessings for /c}//;.f and fe//-
//.#.   What   is   not  made  clear  is   why
there  a,re    bei.achot  in    SiddLir   Lev
Cfec7c7crsfe    for   the    Reading   of   the
Megillah  on  Purim.  Nonetheless,  Pu-
n.in is  fully acknowledged,  in  contrast
to the days when that holiday, because
of what has considered to be its gloat-
ing  aspect,  did  not even  merit a  place
on the  Liberal Jewish calendar.

Before  its   pesukey  de-zimrah  sec-
tion`   Siddur  Lev  Chadash  br.lngs  in
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readings  from the  Creation account in
Genesis, divided up for each day of the
week.   In  doing   so,   it  is  reviving  an
ancient  practice   called     `mcz-¢mczdof ',
harking back to Temple times.  0# ffee
Doorposts  of Yoi,[r  House, which hers
this adaptation of the non-priestly, pre-
rabbinic daily service, points out in the
Notes  its  having  "borrowed  liberally
from portions of the weekday morning
service" .\n Siddur Lev Chadash.

Like its British Reform counterpart,
Sj.c7d!tr fev Cfeczdas%  has brought back
the  High  Holy  Day,  New  Moon  and
Festival   inserts   like    zocferc#zl   /cz-
cAcny;.in  and   };cz'cz/eA   ve-}Jczvo   in   its
daily  '4mj.c7czfe and its "Tefillah for Spe-
cial   Sabbaths".   The   rhythms  of  the
Jewish  calendar  are  heard  once  more
and   given   their   due   recognition.
Chanukah,  though,  is  dealt  with  a  bit
differently.  Rather than put the special
insert for the  holiday,  `cr/ fecz-#!.ss;.in,  in
the  'A#2;.daft  where  it might get lost in
the shuffle or disturb the proportional-
ity  of the  individual  units,  the  editors
decided on a more effective method of
handling  the  matter.  First,  the  prayer
itself is abridged, in English and placed
after  the   '4mz.c7czfe,  alongside  the  dif-
ferent   English   prayers   for     CAo/
fecz-Ado 'ed,   the   intermediate   festival
days, where it might be better apprecj-
ated. The Hebrew of the special prayer
for Chanukkah is. fortunately, not lost.
For each night of the holiday there are
readings  before  the   kindling  of  the
lights. Appropriately, most of them are
taken from A4c!ccc}bees I  and  11.  Of the
three  that  are  not,  one  is  our   `a/  fecz-
w.ssz.in prayer, a bit shortened.

Given  the  Progressive  Movement's
durable ethical  emphasis, the majority
of  its   prayer  books   have   appended
P/.whet; Avo/, the sayings of the Fathers
from the Mjshnah, either in its entirety
or .ln excerp+s. Service Of the Heart a;T\d
the  1977 For"s o/P/.cl}Jer are certainly
no  exceptions  in  this  regard.    S/.ddi/r
fev Cfecrdcrsfe  forges  a  new path  in  in-
corporatjng not-to-be-missed passages
fromanothercollection,4vo/de-Rabb;.
Iva/¢#. The arrangement of the sayings
from   Pirkey  Avot a:nd  Avot  de-Rabbi
IVcr/a#  is  novel  too,  jnasmuch  as  the

passages  are  all   aligned  by   rabbinic
Sage, chronologically.

The ed:utoTs Of  Siddur  Lev Chadash
continue in the  Liberal  tradition of al-
tering  the  Hebrew  text  of the  liturgy
whenever a conflict arises in doctrine,
aesthetics  or ethical  sensibility.  Virtu-
ally  in  every  case  the  alterations  are
tastefully and pleasingly done, like the
exquisite   seasonal   insert   in    af/a%

gz.bbo;.  /e-'o/cz",  the  second  benedic-

tion of the 'Amidah and the readjusted
be/.czc%o/  in   the   weekday   'Amidah.
Every   once-in-a-while,   a   blooper
occurs  that  jars  on  the  ear,   such  as
asher   kiddeshanu  be-mitzvotav  u-
inekaddesh,  pa.ge  S97   a.nd    tevi'eni
ve-shalom instea.d of tachzireni ve-sha-
/om,   page   560.   There   are  also   rare
misspellings like an  `cz);!.# instead of an
alef in al tehi tilcvah, pa;eps 2:3 and 57 .
Or maybe a Liberal-style litera]ism or,
possibly,  dogmatism  takes  over  in  an
old-time  favourite,  where  the  mythjc
Elijah the Prophet, traditional herald of
the Messiah,  is tolerated -as are min-
istering   angels   in   the   ever-popular
Sfefl/ow   `A/ej;cfeem - but  not the  Mes-
sjah   as   symbol   (page   570).   The
memorable  fact  remains  that,  stylisti-
cally and linguistically, in  English and
in Hebrew , Siddur Lev Chadash exccts
handsomely. The same mastery applies
in the area of liturgiology, as the schol-
arly   apparatus   in   the   Notes   amply
demonstrates.  As  a  bonus,  depending
on one's preference or habit, one may
just as easily either pray or dczvvc#  us-
ing the  new rite.

For the last twenty years, the editors
of Forms o/Praj;ere were  faced with
heady  challenges  and,  commendably,
they  have  dealt  with  them   head  on.
Each of the three volumes presented its
own staggering set of challenges -for
various  reasons  the  Pilgrim  Festjvals
volume probably being the hardest nut
to crack.  One  is the  divergency of the
holy days themselves,  each calling for
special  handling.  Another is  the  mas-
sive project of searching far and wide
for  old  and  new  material  that  would
dare to  make intellectual  demands on,
speak  directly  to  and  uplift  the  edu-
cated  post-modernist,  post-Holocaust
Jew   who   often   may   not   be   very
Jewish]y-literate.   Still   another   is   to

give  new  life  to  venerable  rites  and
save them from degenerating into anti-
quarian curiosities. The huge quantjtjes
of reading matter in  Forms o/Prcr)/er
make  up  a  veritable  inventory,  a  kind
of curriculum, for long-term study and
reflection.  The  cunning  reinventon  of
old usages compels admiration and will
surely inspire emulation.

But there are problems aplenty -and
some are  rather weighty -due jn part
to  insufferable  computer glitches  and
in  part  to  carelessness.  I  list  a  few  of
them  because  of my  lasting  apprecia-
tion   of  Lionel   Blue's   and   Jonathan
Magonet's valiant grappling with Jew-
ish   spiritual   genius   in   its   countless
manifestations and because of my hope
that they will  never stop venturing the

Continued on next page
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untried.   First   some   particulars,   then
some  general   structural   issues.   Most
importantly, the number of typographi-
cal      errors     in     the      Hebrew     is
unconscionably large. On occasion the
rubrics   are   wordy,   distracting   and
daunting.  Despite  all  the  good  inten-
tions, the Festival #7crcfezor, as it stands,
is not all that user-ffiendly -that is, not
without   lots   of  help.   The   directions
concerning  the  seasonal  inserts  about
dew and rain for Passover and Sfac;72j.#!.
'A/zcre/ are jumbled -and technically

erroneous.  Even  the  holiday greetings
are  misaligned.  It  is  hard to  grasp  the
instructions  as  to  how  the  Torah  por-
tion    f.or   Shavuot    is   to   be    read,
especially since there is one version of
the  Ten   Commandments  during  the
Shavuot  Torah   Service  and  another,
longer  one.  with  commentary,  in  the
"Torah  and  Haftarah  Readings"  sec-

tion.   The   placement   of  the   Torah
blessings,    crkdami//,   1;e-¢cr 'arev-#cr,   a
modern-day    crzAo7.c7fe,   rabbinic   pas-
sages  and  the  second  scroll  -  all  of
them,  to  be  sure,  worthy  in  and  of
themselves -  can  only  leave  many  an
officiant and congregant bewildered, if
not engulfed.  Whereas the understated
1965  For#ts o/Prcr)/cr for the  Pilgrim
Festivals  sought  somehow  to  give  a
place of.pride to the Psalms by assign-
ing them an appropriate psalm to each
Festival,  the   1995  revision,  in  the  in-
terests   of  saving   time,   is   neither
particularly discriminating nor regard-
ful  of lsrael's  timeless  hymnal  of the
spirit.   Long  biblical   passages  before
the Taking Out of the Torah could vir-
tually turn the climactic Reading itself
into a comedown. One can understand
why  these  passages  were  interpolated
to  begin  with.  They  were  to  take  the
place of David Woolf Marks's idiosyn-
cratic  19th century and Anglican-style
recitation  of the  Ten  Commandments
before  the  open  ark  at  every  Shabbat
and j/o#€ /ov -except Shavuot - Morn-
ing  Service.  But,  unhappily,  the  cure
of`  an   eccentricity   is  possibly   worse
than  the  ailment.  Similarly,  the  rubric
for  the   fecrkka/o/  on   Simchat  Torah
(page 238) is excessive.

In  the  light  of the  tremendous  in-
vestment of energy, time and resources
put  into the prayer book,  it  is particu-
larly  distressing  to  run  across  glaring
errors  in  spelling.  To  note just  a  few,
the digest of the last three benedictions
of the  Festival  Musaf (c.g.,  page  306)
has two recurrent blunders -an a/e/for
a  %e  in  the  word  re/zeA  and  a  };oc7  in-
stead  of a  iJczv jn  1/e-z.in.  The  Kiddush
for a  Festival  coinciding with  Shabbat
i s missi ng a vc/ i n the prefatory vcr-};cfe!.
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`e;-ev.   A   potentially   valuable   educa-

tional  device,  the  G]ossary  is  riddled
with inconsistencies  in  spelling -is jt
US, USA or United States, is Orthodox
lower-eased or capitalised?, translitera-
tion    and    dating.    Leo    L.    Honor,
identified  as  "Professor of Education,
Dropsie  College",  has  been  dead  for
over forty years. "Denbitz [sj.c], Lewis
N"  is given  neither dates  of birth  nor
death  (1835-1907),  nor  credit  for  be-
ing   an   authority   in  jurisprudence,
including talmudic. His nephew, Louis
D.   Brandeis,   pointedly   changed   his
middle  name from  David to  Dembitz,
jn honour of the uncle he admired.

As  for  the  larger  structural  issues,
there  are  matters  yet  to  be  resolved.
Since  the  ]931   Sabbath  and  weekday
edition,   Forms  o/ Pro);cr  has  repeat-
edly  had  a  hard  time  making  a  clear
distinction   between   the   Preliminary
Service -birchot ha-shachar -and the
Introductory   Hymns   and   Psalms  -
pes#ke);  de-zj.mrafe  -  divisions  of the
Morning  Service.  The   1965   volume,
edited by refugee rabbis from Germany
well-versed  in  liturgiology,  corrected
the irregularity. With the  1985 volume
for the  High  Holy  Days  and  the  1995
one for the Pilgrim Festivals, these di-
visions,  again  obscured,  are  adjudged
dispensable,  so  as  not  to  prolong  the
service unduly. One may ask why take
an either-or position? The solution hit
upon  by  the  creators  of   Sj.ddwr  Lew
Cfeadczsfe   for  weekday   and   Shabbat
mornings  would  seem  to  be  a  viably
happy medium. The Festival  Musaf in
Forms o/Prcr);er becomes little  more
than a showcase for scriptural and sun-
dry  other  passages  favoured  by  the
editors.  The  stately  and  quite  func-
tional  "Blessing  of the  Seasons"  was
originally  drafted  by  Marks,  the  first
fashioner of Britajn's  Reform  rite,  to
fill  in  for  the  Reader's  Repetition  of
the Additional Service, along with their

pj.)/);w/j.in.   In   the   1921    edition   this
Blessing of the Seasons was to do serv-
ice   for  the  Musaf  altogether.   In  the
1995   revision   we   see   patches   of
Marks's  majestic  all-purpose  compo-
sition   acting   as   an    Intermediate
Benediction of sorts in a partially rein-
stated   Musaf   'Amidah.   With   the
scriptural  and  other  readings  interpo-
lated   in   a   truncated   'Amidah,   one
cannot escape the impression of a pas-
tiche  and  one  cannot  help  wondering
why have a Musaf additional service at
all? For their recent Kol Haneshamah:
Shabbat  Vehagim, Wyncofe, Pennsyl-
vania,   1994,   the   Reconstructionists,
who  reliably  always  had  a  Musaf of
sorts, have finally given up on the Ad-

ditional   Service  and  are   now  doing
what the British Reformers did in their
]931  edition  -pay  more  attention  to
the  thoughtful  and  irreplaceable  sec-
tions  of the  Siddur  that  come  before
barecfezt.  It  is  difficult  to  discern  the
reasons why the editors of the Reform
Festival volume went to ]engths in pro-
viding  parts  of a  service  for  Shabbat
Chol ha-Mo'ed, for Sabbath in the mid-
dle of a week-long festival but without
the customary 'Amidah for such a Sab-
bath,   or  the   expected   Torah   and
Haftarah   readings   for   the   same.
Clearly,  residual  structural  issues  are
still waiting to be worked out.

Undeniably,  the  test  of a  service  is
not the text. It is in the manner in which
the prayer book content is understood,
highlighted and carried out and it is in
the spirit pervading the  community of
the  faithful  and  faith-searchers.  Both
Forms Of Prayer:  Prayers for the  Pil-
grim Festivals and Siddur Lev Chadash
make available  limitless opportunjtjes
for  a  genuine  religious  experience  to
take place -in ways that are character-
istically English and devotedly Jewish.
What the  editors of the  latest  volume
of For"s o/ Prcr);er eloquently  wrote
of British  Reform,  I,  from  an  Ameri-
can point  of view,  suspect  applies  no
less to its sister Liberal movement today:

[Britjsh  Reform  has]  a  respect  for
tradition  combined  with  a  determined
independence  of spirit;  a  readiness  to
honour the collective but equal respect
for      the      individual       voice;       a
commonsense practicality and a quiet
spirituality, bordering on mysticism; an
ability  to  express  serious  theologjca]
issues in a lucid,  direct and accessible
way.  These  are  some  of the  elements
that  give  British  Reform  Judaism  its
distinctive  voice  jn  the  Jewish  world.
We would be the poorer if we failed to
acknowledge them.

Long ago  our Eng]jsh  cousins gave
us  our  still-much-in-use  Hertz  Penta-
teuch,   the   Soncino  Talmud  and   so
much else.  It is all but a foregone con-
clusion that we  jn North  America  and
other lands  of the  Diaspora  will  soon
be in debt to the Progressive sector of
the family of Israel  in the British  Isles
for  finding  wonderful,  vital   ways  to
approach  the  boundless  Jewish  tradi-
tion -and the One who the origin and
goal of our abiding liturgical quest.
DR ERIC L. FRI EDLAND /.s whc Sc7#de;.s Pt.o-
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ESSAY

THIS IS YOUR LIFE
Lawrence Kushner

W;!E::u;:?,:1tshwea;,c:h:tEvyns`gTa!
unsuspecting soul  out of the audience
and  tell  his  or  her  life  story.  It  was
creatively called 7lfez.s ;.s yo!/r 4//e./ The
Master  of  Ceremonies  would  begin
temng  the  biography  and  then  from
off-stage  you  typically  might  hear  a
little  old  lady  say,  "I  remember  the
way you used to sit jn the back row of
my  geometry  class  and  throw  paper
airplanes at the little blonde girl across
the  aisle."  Whereupon  the  guest  of
honour would say something like, "Oh
my God, it's Mrs Connley, my geometry
teacher!"  And  she  would  come  out
from behind the curtain and they would
hug  and  sometimes  cry.  The  M.C.
would  tell  a  few  more  stories  and
introduce  more  mystery  guests  until
the  past  joined  the  present  and  the
guest's life was told and then the show
was over. It took half an hour.

There  is a fascinating passage  near
the very  end of the Torah  in  Deuter-
onomy 29:3-4: "Yet not to this day has
God given  you  a heart to  understand,
eyes to  see,  or ears to hear.  I  led you
through the wilderness for forty years
-the clothes on your back did not wear
out ..."  In other words, for forty years
we didn't know what was going on and
never once  had  to  go  to  a tailor or a

discount clothing store. Seems odd.
Rabbi   Sjmchah   Bunem  of  Przy-

wucha explains  it means  that we  did
not understand any of the miracles god
did for us during the whole forty years.
They  were  all  events  unique  to  that
particular  time.  Because  there  had
never been anything like them before,
nor will there never be again, we never
figured out what was going on until it
was over.  But now "this day", (today)
the entire Torah is finjshed, set in flxed
form for the generations. And, get this,
the Torah has been made from the sto-
ries which make up our very liv6s.

You  might  say  that  the  source  of
Jewish  spirituality is  discovering that
your ordinary life has been in the To-
rah   all   along.   And  the  reason  the
wilderness  generation  didn't  under-
stand it while it was "coming down", is
that they were just too busy living  it.
But then, at the end of the forty years -
and their lives? and ours?  -they real-
ised that all the teachings of the Torah
had  been  clothed  with  their  deeds,
made from whatever they did.  I think
this  js  what  Simchah  Bunem  meant
when he said the clothing didn't wear
out.  And  not just  the  holy  moments
either but the ordinary, mundane, way-
ward,  even  sinful  ones  as  well.  Just
imagine,  ultimate  truth  and  meaning
clothed in the stories of your life.  7%s



is Tour Life!
Now if you object that the deeds of

your hfe  are  simply too  ordinary,  too
irreligious, take comfort in the behav-
four of everyone from Adam through
Joshua, that js, everyone in the Torah.
Murderers,   lechers,   liars,   cheats,
thieves.  As  Professor  Hanan  Brichto
used to quip, there's no one in the He-
brew  Bible  you'd  want  your  kid  to
grow up to be like. And the wilderness
generation,  that wacky, zany band of
irrehgious forty-year wanderers -who
with their own  eyes  saw the  Red  Sea
split  and  Moses  ascend  Mount  Sinai,
ate manna for breakfast and quail  for
supper-these were the ones who built
the  golden  calf,  denied  God  at  every
opportunity,  begged  to  go  back  to
Egypt  and  committed  adultery  with
every  neighbouring  tribe  they  met,
these  exemplary  spiritual   specimens
were privileged to have the serial rights
to their life  story  chosen  as the  script
for the holiest documen-t-ever recorded.
So there's hope for you and me yet.

No matter how pedestrian, no matter
how exalted, no matter how shameful,
no matter how holy, your life js magic,
all your actions are lights. And they're
all jn the Torah. And when you receive
the Torah you  acknowledge the  sanc-
tity of your life  story.  Something just
beneath  the  surface  of everyday  life
shines  through  it  and,  for  a  moment,
the ordinary becomes sacred. Meaning
is  everywhere  and  we  are blessed.  In
the  words  of  Psalm  24,  "The  whole
world is full of God."

The last thing an author gets to look
at before he or she  sees an actual  fin-
ished book are stapled sheaves of book
sections.  They  are  called  folded  and
gathereds or, simply, proofs.

Now  people  in  the  book  business,
like people in most businesses,  are al-
ways  looking  for ways to  make  their
jobs  go  quickly,  so  they  often  uncer-
emoniously shorten the titles of books
down to just a word or two.  Since my
book God Was in This Place and I Did
IVof K#ow may actually have one of the
longer  titles  of any  trade  book  ever
published, it was an easy victim to such
abbreviating.  Eleven words. This usu-
ally  gets  abbreviated  to  simply   Goc7
Was in This Place. And, atlea.st orL one
occasion,  it  has  been  further distilled
by a mail room clerk to just Goc7. Now
this  js  all  a  round-about  way  of ex-
plaining   how   the   Federal   Express
package that arrived at my home from
thepublisherwaslabelled"Godproofs".

My kids, who were home to sign for
the package,  telephoned me at the of-
fice at once to announce - not without

somemischievouspleasure-thatwhat
I had been working and waiting for my
whole adult life hadjust arrived via the
FedEx.  "It's  finally  here  Dad,   `God
Proofs'." "Is there a return address?" I
asked, wondering whether Heaven has
a zip code.

Of a proof for God  could come  jn
the  mail  what would  it look  like?  1'11
tell you. It would be a book containing
all  the  ordinary  stories  of your  life.
Your  own  personal  Torah.   But,  of
course, if your life is part of the Torah,
then  there  is  something more to  your
life than just your life. There is some-
thing more to yourself than your self.
At the  core  of your innermost self js
something which js not yourself.

One of my sons brought home a new
computer game.  This  was  not  one  of
those  video  arcade  contraptions  with
primitive  little   animated  characters
chasing one another around the screen
or space ships shooting at alien invad-
ers. It didn't even require split-second
visual reflexes. "It is a new breed," he
told me, "called `virtual reality'." You
playitby"entering"jt.Youronlychance
at winning js by imagining that you are
actually  inside  jt.   Instead  of  asking,
"What must I  do to outwit the game's

designers?" you ask, "What would I do
if I really lived in this world?"

At  the  beginning  of this  "game",
called "Myst",  you look at the screen
and  find  yourself  on  some  kind  of
island. There's a dock, a forest, build-
ings,   stairways.   The  graphics   and
sound effects are impressive and con-
vincing.  There  are  no  instructions,  no
rules. You .`go" places by simply aim-
ing a little pointing finger and clicking.
You   can   look  up   and  down,   turn
around, climb stairs, wander all around
the  place.  Everywhere  your  curiosity
leads you, there are things to discover,
learn  and  remember.  There  are  ma-
chines you can operate, a library full of
books you can actually open and read.
After a while, the dedicated player will
discover how  to  leave  the  island  and
go  to  other mysterious  places.  Devo-
tees say the "game" is properly played
over weeks and even months. With my
learning  curve,  jt  may be  years.  And
the purpose of it all? Why of course, to
figure out what you're doing there. But
to  do  that,  you  must  first  figure  out
how the place works.

What fascinates  me  here  is  not yet
another  sophisticated  and  clever way
to waste time in front of the computer
screen. I can do that with my File Man-
ager. It is the concept of a game whose
purpose  is  for the  player  to  discover
the purpose. Virtual rea]jty, schmirtual

reality, this is  7?o game.  What's going
on here? Why am I here? What are the
rules? Are there any rules?  How does
my behaviour affect what is going on?

Upon  hearing  about  all  this,  Alan
Feldman, a ffiend who teaches English,
suggested  that  it  seemed  a  lot  like
childhood.  I'd go farther.  It may be a
lot like adulthood, too. We all find our-
selves jn "this world" and the "object"
seems to be to  figure out what we're
doing here. Unfortunately, most of the
ways one thing js connected to or de-
pendent  upon  another  thing  are  not
immediately apparent.  If we live long
enough and take careful notes or listen
to those before us who have, we stand
a chance.

After  all,  meaning  is  primarily  a
function  of relationship.  If something
is  connected  to  absolutely  nothing  -
symbolically,   linguistically,   physi-
cally,  psychologically -  it  is  literally
meaningless. And in the same way, jf
something is connected to everything,
it would be supremely meaning-full.  I
suppose it would be God -The "One"
through whom everything is connected
to  everything  else,  the  Source  of all
meaning.   Religious   traditions,   you
might  say,  are the  collected "rules  of
the  game".  They  presume  to  tell  us
how the world works. And if you "play
by them", you are rewarded, hopefully
b'efore it is time to leave,  with an un-
derstanding of why you are here, with,
you know, the meaning of life.

While  my  new virtual  reality  com-
puter  games  may  be  infuriatingly
intricate and frustrating, at least I have
the comfort of knowing that it was de-
signed by someone. I may not be clever
enough to figure out its purpose but it
does have one. Its rules can be learned,
it has an end, it has a completion. Life,
on the other hand, comes with no such
implicit guarantee  and  its  time  frame
and playing field  are  literally beyond
our comprehension.

What if there were a virtual  reality
computer game that was programmed
to approximate real  life?  If you  could
design such a programme, what would
be "the object"? The way I see it there
are only a few rules.

The  first  rule  of the  game  is  that
you're gonna die.  For a slogan on the"Life" game box, we could use some-

thing I saw on a T-shirt -"Life: You're
not going to  get  out  of it alive!"  But
that  means  there's  no  way  you  can
"win"  the  game  by  staying  jn  it  for-

ever. No matter how many points, toys,
honours, conquests, pounds you accu-
mulate, sooner than anyone expects or
wants, the game is abruptly over. You



hear a little chime, maybe a buzzer, the
keyboard  freezes,   the  screen  goes
blank.  The  game  ends  without  warn-
ing.   Nothing  you   acquire,   achieve,
own,  or  master  win  have  any  effect
whatsoever  on  when  the  game  ends.
But  there's  good  news  -  dying  does
not  mean  you  lose.  It's  what  you  do
be/ore you die that determines whether
or not you win when you die.

The  second  rule  is that you  cannot
decide  when   to  begin   playing  the
game.  One  day,  out  of the  blue,  you
realjse  you're  playing.   Someone  or
something determined when the game
would begin.  And it wasn't your par-
ents. They may have known about the
birds and the bees and even set out to
conceive a child but they didn't have a
clue  it  was  going to  be  you  and  now
that they've had  a  chance to  see you,
while they most likely love you, they'd
probably have picked someone else. In
religious language this means that you
are a creature. Someone else made you.
And you are neither its partner nor its
puppet - you are its manifestation, its
agent, z.rs child. There is something be-
yond yourself before  which  or whom
you  stand  accountable  for  whatever
you do and do not do.

The   third  rule   is  that  points   are
awarded  every  time  you  can  discern
the ``signature" of the Creator and then
act  in  such  a  way  as  to  help  others
realise the same thing. The signature is
not just  in  things  but  in  actions  and
thoughts and feelings. Notjust in sun-
shine and happiness but in terrible and
mysterious   things,   such   as   agony,
struggle,  death.  Remember, when you
fear you've lost your bearings, you can
return to your Creator and start all over
again whenever you like -without los-
ing your game points.

The fourth rule -just to keep you on
your toes -is that each player is issued"apparently" random, undeserved gifts

and handicaps at birth and throughout
the progress of the game. Figuring out
why you got the combination package
you did transforms all  disabilities into
gifts, just as refusing to figure out why
you were issued what you were trans-
forms   all   gifts   into   disabilities.   My
father used to say that all men are not
created  equal.   Some  get  dealt  a  full
house, others, a pair of twos. The ques-
tion  is  not  whether  you  got  the  hand
you  deserve  but  how  you  choose  to
play what you've been dealt.

The  last  rule  is  that  everything  is
connected  to   everything   else.   And,
therefore, life is super-charged, perme-
ated  and  over-bn.mming  with  purpose
and meaning. All creation js one great

unity.   There   are   no   coincidences.
Throughout all  Creation, just beneath
the  surface,  joining  each  person  to
every  other  person  and  every  other
thing jn a luminous organism of sacred
responsibility  we  discover  invisible
lines of connection.

Now ffeof 's a game.
The  late  Professor  Alexander  A]t-

mann once observed that flnding God
and  worshipping  God  is  but  another
way of saying that we have found our
Self ... people are spiritually reborn in
God and God js, as it were,  reborn jn
people. That's where "God" comes in.
God and self are intimately connected.
You  might  say  that  spiritual  encoun-
ters involve two  selves,  your self and
The Self of the Universe.

We find ourselves in two places -in
our innermost hearts and jn the flrma-
ment  overhead.   But  it  js  really  the
same. As in the words of the old Gnos-
tic  adage  -  as  within  so  without,  as
above, so below.

God is our sense of self,  our inner-
most essence, encountered throughout
a]]  creation.  Our  selves  are  made  of
God's Self. But this does not mean that
the world is our creation, or that we are
God. It does mean that this awareness,
this  sense of uniqueness we feel,  can-
not  possibly  have   come  just  from
ourselves. It js bigger than us and must
be in everyone else. In all living things.
In   mountains   and   water  and  fire.
Everywhere.

Self is  orchestration  of awareness,
integration   of  consciousness,   what
holds  it  all  together,  makes  it  whole
and able to be called by a single name
-our name. Self is what integrates and
unifies our physical body, our thoughts,
our  actions.  It  is  the  same  with  God
and  creation.`The  universe  too  has  a
name by which jt means to integrate its
myriad contradictions into one organ-
ism.  The  universe,  like  you  and  me,
has  a  Self,  a  Self that  nourishes  and
sustains each individual self. God is to
being  as  the  self is  to  us.  God  is  the
47cofr%j. sfee/ O/a#7, the "I" of the world,
the Self of the Universe.

One of my high school students once
asked me if I  could prove there was a
God.  Instead I  asked her if she  had a
self.  She  thought  for  a  moment  and
said, "Of course."

"And is your self important to you?"
"Very," she replied.

"And   where   would   you   be,"   I

pushed, "without your self?""In big trouble."
"Can you prove you have one?"

She smiled. "I get what you mean."
Classical  Hebrew  has  no  word  for

spirituality-themodemHebrew,"cha-
72z)¢fJ,  comes  from  our  English  word.
The English word spiritual means jm-
material   and  connotes  the  religious.
The concept comes to us with the heavy
baggage of western culture dividing the
universe  into  material  and  spiritual.
This tradition teaches  us to leave this
gross, material world and get to the other
real, spiritual and, therefore, holy one.

Judaism sees only one world, which
is  material  and  spiritual  at  the  same
time.  The  material  world  is  always
potentially spiritual. For Judaism every-
thing,  including  and  especja]ly  such
apparently  non-spiritual  and  grossly
material things as garbage,  sweat, dirt
and bushes, are not impediments to but
dimensions of spirituality. Judaism un-
derstands that the business of religion
is to keep this awesome,truth ever be-
fore us. "The whole worl'd js full of God."
A dimension of ljvin`g in which we are
continually aware of God's presence.

You already are where you  need to
be.  You  need  go  nowhere  else.  Feel
now  the  moisture  on  your  tongue.
Sense the effortless filling and empty-
ing of your lungs.  See the involuntary
blinking of your eyes. Fi.nd a point an
inch or so behind your sternum where
your  heart  beats.  That  is  where  the
place  is.  Right here  all  along  and we
did not know it because we were fast
asleep, here in this very place. And for
this reason we each have great power.

A few weeks before his bar mitzvah,
many years ago, a member of my con-
gregation told me that he  went to  his
rabbi and confessed that he didn't think
he could go through with the ceremony
because he feared he djdn't believe in
God. The rabbi thought for a moment
and  asked  kindly,  "What  makes  you
think it matters to God?"

You  don't  have  to  believe  in  psy-
choana]ysis  to  have  an  unconscious,
either. Therapyjust helps you discover
how  often  this  hidden  dimension  of
your  psyche   influences   your  life.
Something else is going on beneath the
surface. Think of analysis as a kind of
self-discipline  that  gradually  weans
you  away  from  blaming  so  much  on
chance and that gets to you to acknowl-
edge  your  own  participation  jn  your
]ife's  unfolding.   Whereas  once  you
would  have  thought  you  misplaced
your car keys "accidentally", prevent-
ing  you  from  making  an  unpleasant
tn.p,  now  you  realise  that  jt  wasn't  a
coincidence at all. The whole business
was the result of a "dell.berate", though
unconscious,  wish.   In  this  way,  you
learn  to  take  increasing  measures  of
responsibility for how your life is turn-



ing  out.  There's  more  to  reality  than
meets the eye and more forces at work
which we cannot ordinarily see which
exert   profound   influences   on   us.
Surely, no one could know them all.

My  own   calendar  is   hopelessly
complicated. Between teaching in Man-
hattan,  lecturing  in  distant  cities  and
tending to  the  needs  of a  very  active
congregation,  I  consider myself lucky
to  find  an  afternoon  off  every  few
weeks.  Nevertheless  I  convinced  my
eighty-one year old, widowed mother
to buy a new car, then "allowed" her to
persuade me to fly to Detroit for a day
and  a  half to  help  her close the  deal.
After all,  she  has  never bought  a  car
alone.  I  felt virtuous,  devoted.  I  even
told  Karen  that  my  Dad  would  want
me to do this.

But not until  I am on the plane do I
realise that my visit comes just a few
days before the fifth anniversary of my
father's  death.  Suddenly,  it is  clear.  I
have   unconsciously  engineered  the
whole  thing   so   I   can  be  with  my
mother, "back in the land of my birth'',
during  these  days  of memorial.  The
next day, she and I sit over breakfast at
the  delicatessen  and  marvel  over the
"coincidence"  which  has  brought  us

together.  But  I  know  better.  Despite
myself,  I  have  been  "arranging"  this
trip for months.

The following weekend, Karen went
to Florida to visit her parents and I was
home  alone  with  my  youngest  son,
Lev. Between the school play, his busy
social  and  athletic  schedule  and  my
own work, jt is rare that we have such
time together.  "Let's  rent a movie,"  I
said, "andjust hang out."

He had sprained his ankle twice re-
cently  and  this  reminded  me  of the
movie Cfecrrz.ofs o/Fz.re I'd been want-
ing him  to  see. The film is about two
young British runners, one a Scot and
the other a Jew and their paths to the
1924   Olympic  games.  The  opening
scene  shows  the  track  team  running
along through the moist sand of a beach
on a grey English morning.  Lev and I
were  struck  by  their  uniforms  and
shoes,  which,  compared  to  contem-
porary,   hi-tech   athletic  equipment,
seemed pr].mitive. I then surprised my-
self with an observation -"That's the
way it was when Boompa used to train
the Detroit Lions football team back in
1935.„

I  choked back a cry, my eyes fllled
with tears. This was the anniversary of
his death. It was not an accident I chose
this movie for this afternoon.  My boy
put his hand around my shoulder and
gave me a  hug.  "Yeah,"  he  consoled,

"those were the days."

In addition to being a sports trainer,
my father was also a trout fisherman.
As a boy of eight, I rode with him up
into  northern  Michigan  to  the  little
town  of  Lewiston  where  we  "men"
rented a one-room cabin and fished for
the  weekend.  It  was  220  miles  from
home, the longest ride I had ever taken.
He  taught  me  how  to  rub  the  un-
assembled ends of the fishing rod jn my
hair to  lubricate  them  before  putting
them together and how to  "hide"  the
bottles  of  Coca-Cola  beneath  some
rocks in the fast runni ng trout stream to
keep them cold. Once he caught three
fish and I only caught one and when he
saw  the  disappointment  in  my  eyes,
dropped one  of his fish flapping slip-
pery on the grass and said that whoever
caught it flrst could claim to my mother
that he had caught it fair and square.
But most of all, I remember the sunlight
flooding through the pine trees and the
water rushing through the tall grasses
and watching him fish downstream.

That  evening,  some  ffiends  asked
me to join them for a movie jn the city.
I  was  grateful  for the  company.  But
when we arrived at the theatre we were
informed that the print of the film we
wanted to see had broken and the eight
o'clock show had been cancelled. Af-
ter driving all this way and paying for
parking we were not about to go home
without complalnt. The manager tuned
out to be reasonable. Nine of the twelve
other  films  in  the  complex  were  al-
ready  sold  out,  two  others  had  long
lines. So that is how we accepted com-
plimentary   admission   to    ,4   fi!.1;er
Rc£#s  7lferongfe  /f,  a beautifully photo-
graphed  story based  on  a memoir by
Norman  Maclean  about  his  growing
up in Montana and trout flshing with
his brother and his father, a Presbyte-
rian minister. One of the last lines said
something  like,  "All  things  flow  to-
gether into one great unity and a river
runs through it."

Look,   I   understand  about  coinci-
dence and even what the Jungians call
synchronicity.   But  suppose  there  is
something  going  on  in  the  universe
which is to  ordinary,  everyday reality
as our unconscious is to our daily lives?
Softly  but  unmistakably,  guiding  it.
Pushing us there, pulling us there, trip-
ping us up, guiding our steps, feeding
us our lines.  Most of the time, we are
unaware of it. Yet every now and then,
on account of some apparent "fluke",
we  are  startled  by  the  results  of  its
presence,  chastened  by  the  forces  it
exerts  and  our  own  secret  premedi-
tations.  We realise that we have been

part of something with neither our con-
sciousness nor consent. It is so sweet -
and then it is gone.

You may say, "But I don't believe in
God."  And  I  respectfully ask,  "What
makes you think it matters to God?"

I  ain  over on  the  Mount of Olives
maybe ten, fifteen years ago. We have
come to see that magnificent view of
the old city and indulge some people in
our party,  whose  hearts  are  set  on  a
camel .ride.  We  watch them  get their
money's  worth  of thrills  as  the beast
lurches  first  up  and  forward,  then
higher and backward and finally for-
ward  and  towering  level  at  last.  The
city of gold is spread out before us. In
the  foreground  valley,  the  parched
stones of a graveyard fight with clumps
of grass  and  shrubs  for  space.  I  am
bored with camel rides and panoramas,
so my attention is easily caught by a
dozen.or so people, slowly moving be-
low  me  through  the  valley  in  the
distance. They are dressed in black and
carry what looks like a table top with
something on it, covered by a cloth. As
I look closely,  I realise that the object
on the table is a lifeless human body
and that I am watching a funeral.

"Where is the coffin?" I ask, turning

to my Israeli friend. "In the holy city,"
he replies,  "there  are  no  coffins.  The
earth itself is the box. Watch what hap-
pens   now."  The  mourners  gather
around the freshly dug grave. They are
much too  far away to hear but  I  pre-
sume there are, as we rabbis say, "some
words" and then, while the tabletop is
set at the edge of the grave, a member
of the feevra kczdJz.s¢cr, actually climbs
down  into  the  pit.  The  cords  which
hold the corpse to the board are  now
loosened, the board is carefully teeter-
tottered half way over the foot of the
grave and, as those on top slowly con-
tinue to raise their end, the man in the
grave slides his hands under the shoul-
ders of the body and gently guides jt to.
its final resting place in the holy earth.
The member of the %evr¢ is helped up
and  out.  The  grave   is  filled.   The
mourners  fomi  two  lines.  The  camel
ride is overl
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nN H€Ro f=oR OUR TIJVL€
There are all those circus strong men Of the same name, with
memories Of the overdone, though sincere, Cecil 8 de Mille

epic -Samson strong of nouscle and thick Of lips, with
Hedy Lamarr long past her best.

Heny Goldstein

DURING   MY  FIRST  FULL
year at the  Leo  Baeck College
I  had the pleasure and it really

was  a  pleasure,  of studying  the  Book
of Judges under the tuition of Dr Ellen
Littmann,  then,  in  1963,  the  College's
lecturer  in  Bible.  We  `did'   Deborah,
Gideon and Abimelech, all stalwarts of
those primitive,  lawless days. Then, at
one  lesson,  one of the  students asked:
"Will  we be studying Samson?"

"My   dear,"   replied   Dr   Littmann,

with  her usual,  kindly  condescension,
"fairy stories."

The Tale of samson in Judges, chap-
ters   13-16,   certainly   contains,   if  not
exactly fairy stories of the magic wand
type,  fables  and  legends  which  tell  of
the  fantastic. The killing of a  lion,  the
secret  of the  long  hair,  the  use  of the
number  three   or   multiples   of  that
number,   the  condemnation  to  turn  a
mill,  the  blinding  and  Delilah  herself
are,   or  could  be,   mythical   elements,
found  in  many  folklores.  The  Hebrew
name Shimshon means `of the sun' and
Samson  therefore  could  be  described

as  a   `solar  hero',  a  Jewish  Hercules.
There  is  even  a  hint  of  a  Herculean
labour in order to win a bride.

The   historical   setting,   however,
rings  true.   It  is  the  time  of  the  first
clash  between  the  newly  established
Philistines  on  the  southwest  coast  of
Israel  and  the  nearest  of the  Israelite
tribes  on  the  east,  that  of Dan.  Here,
living  in  the  marshes,  arose  a  hero  in
response  to  the  challenge  of oppres-
sion.   His   original   exploits,   we   must
assume,  were  overlaid  with  mythical
elements  and  tales  of  the  origins  of
place names.

Yet  a  Jewish  Hercules just  sounds
wrong. There are all those circus strong
men of the same name, with memories
of the overdone, though sincere, Cecil
8  de  Mille  epic  -  Samson  strong  of
muscle  and  thick  of  lips,  with  Hedy
Lamarr long past her best. By contrast,
Samson  in  the  world  of arts  has been
an  inspiring  character for poets,  play-
wrights   and  composers,   as   well   as
movie  makers.  Given  his  true  histori-
cal  setting as well, there must be more

to him thanjust a larger-than-life char-
acter in a collection of fairy stories.

Apart from one  Haftarah each year
which  largely  tells  of  what  happens
before his birth,  Samson is something
of a Biblical backwater for Jews, even
in  a  century  when  Jewish  resistance
heroes  have  become  reality.  It  was  a
teenage  class  of  mine,   some  twenty
years ago, that helped me to see Sam-
son  jn  a  more   serious   way.   I   asked
them to choose a Biblical character for
a project which  would include  drama.
They chose, almost immediately, Sam-
son.  That  proved  Dr  Littman's  point
that the Tale of Samson does have ap-
peal for young people. In preparing the
play,  I  also  found  that  he  had  appeal
for  adults.  I  was  to  discover  serious,
moving aspects to his story.

The   mythical   elements  are  them-
selves  a  reason  for  serious  study.  As
well,  the  Tale  of Samson  deserves  to
be taken seriously from a literary point
of view.   In  the  Jewish  and  Christian
scriptures combined, there are at least
a  dozen   narratives  which  tell  of  the
announcement  of the  birth  of a  won-
der-child who, in most cases, grows up
to  be  a  significant  figure  as  an  adult.
No  two  stories  are  exactly  the  same
but, collectively, they draw on a stock
of  over  twenty  marked  literary  and
mythical  characteristics.  Of this  type
of  story,  the  `fullest'  example  is  the
birth   announcement   of  Samson   in
Judges,  chapter  13,  which  has  nearly
all the elements, raising the possibility
that it was a model for others.

Among  the  examples  from  Jewish
scripture, it is unusual in the centrality
of its death prediction which is eventu-
ally fulfilled. Isaac, Jacob, Ishmael and
the rest go on to fulfil  their destiny by
living. As does Samson in part. Yet the
culmination of his exploits is his death,
narrated with great relish, as he brings
down,  literally,   upon  his  head  thou-
sands of mocking Philistine enemies in
a crashing climax.

When  another  class  performed  our
play  a  few  years  later,  this  scene  was
staged  with  highly  effective  FX  pro-
vided  by  a   helpful   member  of  the
synagogue.   Who  needs  de  Mjlle?   In
this death climax, Samson has more in
common with John the Baptist and Je-
sus   than   those   in   more   proximate
chapters.  Perhaps  this  is  true  with  re-
spect to his birth as well.  It is not clear
who  exactly  was  his  father.  Amanda
Brodie,  now  a  rabbinic  student  at  the
Jewish  Theological  Seminary  in  New
York  and   who,   when  a  young  girl,
played the role of Samson's mother in
the aforementjoned play, has written a
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college   paper  drawing   on   scholar]y
opinion,  which makes a positive com-
parison          between           Samson's
birth-announcement  story  and  what is
called   by  Christians   the   Immaculate
Conception.

Another  possible  point  of  contact
with  the  Gospels  is  the  betrayal.  But
which  one?  Samson  was  a  much  be-
trayed  fellow  -by  his  wife  (]4:17),
most   famously  by   Delilah   (16:4-21)
and  by  men  of Judah  (9-13)  who,  un-
der pressure  from  the  Philistines,  turn
him  over  to  them.  All  a  mark  of the

great hero. Of course, if you remember
the story, this proves no great problem
for  Samson  who  promptly  breaks  his
bonds -which he had a habit of doing
-and massacres more Philistines with
thejawbone of an ass. In the Midrash it
is  the jawbone  of the  donkey that ac-
companies Abraham and Isaac on their
journey to  Moriah.  There  has  to  be  a
sermon in there.

The j.uxtaposition  here between the
name Judah  and betrayal  may  seem  a
tenuous link with the Gospel 's betrayal
story and the role in the  Book of Gen-
esis of the original Judah in the episode
in which Joseph was sold into slavery.
But not if one focuses on the possibil-
ity  that  the  characters  in  the  Gospel
narratives not only  react to  individual
verses jn order `to fulfil' them but also
behave in a specific manner, reacting to
Biblical characters and events as models.

That  is  not  the  only  instance  of the
way jn which this part of the story can
serve  as  an  historical  model.  It  js  the
old  and   only  too  factual   tale  of  the
oppressor terrorising a population into
surrendering  their  resistance  hero.   It
was repeated in  Vilna, for example, in
1941, when the Jewish community was
forced  by  the  Nazis  to  hand  over  the
Jewish  partisan  ltsik  Wjttenberg,  un-
der the threat of reprisals. The Tale of
Samson may be on one level  a collec-
tion of fairy stories but it has a habit of
speaking all too realistically for our time.

As does his triumphant, bloody and
self-sacrificial   death.   the   account  of
which I have always found moving and
tragic,  despite the  carnage and the ob-
vious relish with which it is told. There
is  another possible  link  with  the  Gos-

pels   here,   though   its   ultimate   use  is
very  different.  There  are  similarities.
however,  in  the  mocking  and  the  in-
dignities i nflicted before death ( 16:25).

Where  Samson  is  at  his  most  con-
temporary as an historical model is as a
resistance  hero.  To  the  Philistines  hc
was no doubt a terrorist.  For the author
of Judges  he  was a great  hero.  a guer-
rilla   with   hideouts   in   inaccessible
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places,  who  commits acts of sabotage
and  who  mows  down  the  occupying
soldiery  in  surprise  attack.  The  image
of  the  guerrilla  has  been  demonised
recently.   The   Communist   version
fighting  in   South   American  jungles,
bearded    and    in     Asian    jungles,
unbearded,  hardly  did  the  type  much
good in Western eyes, except, perhaps,
for  young  romantics  in  the  60's.  But
people of my age group were brought
up  in  the golden  age  of the  resistance
hero and what was called during World
War 11 the  `underground'.  `Boys Own'
stuff as it may appear, there was some-
thing  glorious  and  moving  about  the

partisans and the French Maquis of my
boyhood.  Romanticised by the cinema
maybe  but  the  scenes  up  there  on  the
screen  of French patriots  going to the
firing  squad  singing  the  Marseillaise
depicted live and outstanding bravery.

Except that Samson, it seems, would
not  have  sung  the  Marseillaise  or  its
equivalent for anyone. He sang no song
of his people. The motives for his fight
against the Philistines were purely self-
ish.  The  ante-natal  divine  messenger
foretells that he would start the eventu-
ally  successful  resistance  against  the
Philistine  conquerors  (13:5)  but  Sam-
son begins his career as a collaborator
and is happy as such. Until he becomes
a wronged man  over the matter of his
wife,  rudely taken from  him  and who
eventually  suffers  a  terrible  death  at
the  hands  of  her  countrymen  (15:6).
The  narrative  smoothes  over the  self-
ish   motives   for  Samson's   heroism.
God,  it  states,  `was  seeking  a  pretext
against   the   Philjstjnes   ...'   (14:4).
Which  takes   something  away   from
Samson's  heroism.  But  that  does  not
worry  the  author  too  much.  The  end
here definitelyjustifies the means.

Samson  is  not  an  entirely  attractive
character,  not  really  good  enough  for
fairy stories.  But then many of us end
up  doing  the  right  thing  by  starting
with  the  wrong  motive.  It  is  almost  a
truism  that  Biblical  characters are  not

perfect.
Samson is not the perfect man but a

man  he  very  much  is.   If  the  tale  of
Samson  is,  in part,  a  model,  then  how
about Samson as a model  for males of
our  time?  We  live  jn  a  very  gender-
conscious   age.   The   very   necessary
women's   revolution   is   making   men
look at themselves anew. If women are
becoming  self conscious  of their gen-
der and all it entails, so the same should
happen with the menfolk.  When an in-
ter-synagogue   women's   study   and
`spirituality' group was formed in sub-

urban    Essex   a   few   years   ago,    I

welcomed it.  But a few of us  thought
that jt would be a good and appropriate
idea to have an all-male equivalent.  It
was a bit tonguein-cheek because we
had  not  entirely  woken  up  to  the  im-
portance of this revolution by women
and  what  jt  could  entail  for menfolk.
So the male group deserved to fail. We
found  that  we  were  not  saying  any-
thing   new   to   each   other  and   were
unable to make the transition from our
accustomed  power-holding  to  a  new
condition  that  requires  novel  male in-
trospection.

The idea deserves a second try. The
group was dubbed `Shimshon' not only
after  the   sun-hero   of  the   Book   of
Judges but also because of Psalm  l9's
very macho image  of the  sun,  likened
to a bridegroom after his wedding night
and  also  to  a  champion  `rejoicing  to
run  a  race'  (Psalm   19:6-7).  Unfortu-
nately,  our  race  was  soon  over.   But
there may be something for me to find
in Samson's story.

He   is   very   much   a   man   among
women  and  he  obviously  likes  them.
Apart from  his great loves,  one of the
stories  associated with  him  centres on
his  cheeky  visit  to  a  prostitute  in  the
heart of the  enemy  citadel  (16:I-3).  A

great jape  and one  of several  touches
of humour jn the tale. Of the women jn
his  life,  the  one  who  stands  out,  the
best character in the tale, is his mother,
unnamed  except in  the  Midrash.  Here
she  is  another  Rebecca,  not  just  be-
cause  they both  exemplify  the  barren
wife theme in birth announcement nar-
ratives.  It  is  to  Samson's  mother that
the  divine  messenger  makes   his   ap-
proach  and  there  is  every  reason  to
suppose   that   Samson's  mother  was
highly  sensitive  and  perceptive  as  to
what  was  implied  jn  the  miraculous
visit  (see   13:6,  22-23).  She  is  a  great
contrast to her husband, Manoach, who
is  a  dullard -  his  name  may  suggest
`laid back'  -and is only convinced of

the nature of the visitation by the spec-
tacle  his  wife  probably  does  not  need
( 13 :20-21 ).

By contrast, Samson's wife is a poor
football,   kicked  around  and  used  by
selfish men. Then there is Delilah who,
with Samson, makes one of the world's
best  known  sets  of lovers.  But  this  is
the product of vast imagination.  Study
the Biblical  Delilah and you will come
to  the  conclusion  that  nothing  could
have awoken her heart softly, except a
bribe of at least 5,500 pieces of silver.
Admittedly this was a colossal sum but
there   is   nothing   morally   attractive
about  Delilah,  who  decisively  betrays

Continued on next page
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Samson. She is the lscariot.
By  many   men,   Samson  might  be

considered a failure.  For he falls a vic-
tim  to  women  twice  over  in  the  very
similar  stories  of his  betrayal  by  his
wife   and  by   Delilah.   Samson,   how-
ever, puts up at least as much resistance
to   their   tactics   as   he   does   to   the
Philistines. So he is quite a hero.  Even-
tually  he  gives   in,   for  everyone  has
their  limits  but  he  is  no  victim  of the
henpecked   Laurel   and   Hardy   type
when  it comes to women.  However,  it
is  not  the  `ladies'  man'  aspect  of his
life   which   might   make   him   a   male
model,  as  much  as  men  may look  for
an example in that direction.

What is central  to the  Samson story
is   his   strength.   Yet   never  is   he   de-
scribed as a  man  of muscle.  Nor is  he
just  a brute.  Often  enough  he  uses  his
brains.  The  `secret  of his  strength'  is
tied up with his hair but this symbol of
his dedication to God, his Naziriteship,
is   associated   symbolically   with   his

power.  His extraordinary feat in bring-
ing   down   the   Philistine   temple   is   a
result,  we must assume, of his prayer,
as well  as his own psychological asso-
ciation  of  his  strength  with  his  now

growing hair.  On another occasion his
use of strength owes everything to his
fury  over  his   wife's   murder  by  the
Philistines   (15:7-8).   His   other   great

feats,  however, are the result of being
inspired  by  God.  The  spirit  of  God
rushes on  him (14:6,14:19,15: 14).  At
the  risk  of reducing  everything  to  the
fairy story level, it is more a tale of the
Incredible   Hulk  than  of  Samson  the
circus strong man.

The  tale,  however,  has  also  to  be
read  at  an   adult  and  religious   level.
Above all, it is a story of inspiration, of
rising  to  great  heights,  quite  as  much
as  any  Bjb]ica]   narrative  concerning

prophecy or artistic skill.  God's  inspi-
ration   is   associated   with   a   human
attribute,   in   this  case   with  physical
strength,   however  exaggerated   this
strong arm may appear in the telling.

Physical   strength   is   applicable   to
both men and women and in some so-
cieties the strength of women is much
valued.   But   it   is   often   valued   to   a
higher  degree   in   men   and   is   much

prized  by  them  from  their  boyhood.
Unfortunately,  it  is given  a bad  name,
because it is associated with the freak-
ishly   absurd,   particularly   when   it   is
abused shallowly by bodybuilders and
the like. And especially when it is mis-
used  by  men  against  other  men  and
against  women.  Then  it  is  fou]ed  by
being brutish.  Yet for most men there
is no wish and there are no instances of
their  misuse  of physical  strength.  On
the  contrary,  it  has  been  vital  for  the

progress of human civiljsation.
Samson  is  a  strong  man  but  only

because  he  is  inspired,  because  God
lets him be so. It is God's gift and used
for God's  purposes.  The  story  is  of a
resistance  hero  and  therefore  it  is  a
bloody  story.   It  does   not  deserve  a
lesser  place  in  the   Bible  because  of
that. If Dr Littmann recognjsed its fan-
tasy level,  she also inspired her pupils
to  regard  the  Bible  as  a  very  human
book about human beings. Samson is a
fantastic  hero  with  the  fantasy  rooted
in conventional mythology. But he was
also  an  hero  of his  people,  emerging
from   an   authentic   historical   back-
ground.  He  was  a  real  man  with  his
failures   and   successes.   Perhaps   his
motives were always personal but as a
man he became a saviour and his peo-
ple  made  his  exploits  and  his  tragedy
part  of their national  saga.  Above  all,
he is the strong man,  only because the
tale  shows  that  something  so  appar-
ently   mundane   as   sheer   physical
strength is also a gift from God. For the
legendary, strong man turned out to be
a  God-inspired  hero,  son  of  a  God-
inspired womanl
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Think of the youths
brought up on a ruthless
antisemitism who will be
civil servants in 10 or 20

years, judges, teachers,
university professors !

ffipffi°fiEffi
Caesar Arousfeld

THEODOR  HERZL'S  HISTORIC
bookJct,    "The  Jewish  State".
is  not  the  only  one  whose  cen-
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tenary   this    year   deserves   to   be
remembered.  Almost   simultaneously,
only a few weeks later, another prophet
raised  his  voice,  dealing  not  so  much
with a future Jewish State but with the
actual condition of the Jews who would
help to build it. I n doing so, he, another
German-writing Jew,  warned his peo-
ple  of the  disaster that  he  clearly  saw
coming.

This man was Dr Bernhard Cohn, a
Berlin   physician,   of  whom   little   is
known  beyond  the  fact  that  he  pub-
lished,   in   March   1896,   his   booklet
erltitled       Vor    dem    Slurm..     Ersfe
MahrLworfe  an die deutschen Juden -
"Before  the  Storm:  Grave  Words  of

Warning  to  the  German  Jews".  The
gravity  of the  warning  was  such  that
none   of  the   established   publishers
would consider it. The writer had to be
content   with   an   obscure,   suburban
printer, most likely one that would now
be   called  a  "vanity  publisher",   who
kindly agreed to oblige -on  mutually
acceptable terms.

Not   surprisingly,   little   notice   was
taken  of  the  57  pages.   Some  of  his
famjly's friends were concerned about
the  author's  mental  health.  They  con-
firmed the truth of Herzl 's observation
in  Ills diaries that "he  who wants to be

proved  right  after  30  years  has  to  be
declared   mad   in  the  first  fortnight".
Cohn   seemed   indeed  deluded  to  the
point   of  being   unbalanced   when   he

sensed  the  "storm"   of  antisemitism
then brewing.  Things,  he thought,  had
reached  such  a  pitch  of "moral  sav-
agery" that "the voice of reason,justice
and truth is no longer heard". The "to-
tal  extermination" of Jewry was being
preached,  he  found,  as  "the  infallible
cure for all the ills besetting the world".
A kind of "crusading atmosphere" had
been  worked  up,  he  thought,  "not  by
the ferocious agitation of an unscrupu-
lous    rabble    but    by    a    carefully
calculated  campaign  of  destruction".
Cohn knew of no section of the people
that  was  immune  -  the  civil  service,
the business world,  army officers, the
Junkers,  the  clergy,  the  teachers,  the
farmers. And as for university students,
they "regard it as the only true patriot-
ism  to  ensure  that  the  Fatherland  be
purged of the `Jew intruders".

Nor  did  the  guardians  of  the  law
seem  to  care.  On  the  contrary,  Cohn
writes, they themselves were "infected,
perhaps even the  chief abettors  of the
Jew-baiting movement". The Govern-
ment   was   adopting   a   "benevolent
neutrality".  The  courts  were  adminis-
tering the law in a manner "amounting
to  a  mockery  of justice",   making  jt
"likely  that  in  a  by  no  means  far  off

future we shall be outlaws".  Forty years
before the Nuremberg Laws, Cohn has
no doubt that "even if our enemies will
not go so far as to outlaw us by Act of
Parliament,  this  will  inevitably  be  the
factual result of the present trend".

What kind of fruit could be expected
from  such  seed?  "The  very  worst  im->
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aginable",  Cohn  insists.  "Think of the

youths  brought  up  on  a  ruthless  anti-
semitism  who  will  be  civil  servants  in
10  or  20  years, judges,  teachers,  uni-
versity professors!" The young people
were so infected that a complete elimi-
nation      of     the      poison      seemed
"impossible either in the present or fol-

lowing   generations".   Cohn   foresees
that  "even  our  grandchildren  will  be
made to suffer ..."

Even he could  not of course foresee
such  horrors  as  the  gas  chambers  of
Auschwitz but his anticipation of "an-
other St Bartholomew's Night" was all
but borne out by the crimes  following
"Crystal   Night"   on   November  9th,

1938.   He   would   have   agreed   with
Jakob  Wassermann,  the  famous  Ger-
man-Jewish author, a generation later,
that civil  emancipation had proved lit-
tle   more   than   a   "crafty   invention
designed to deprive the oppressed of the
excuse of having a right to complain".

Things  now  were  worse  than  in  the
Middle Ages, Cohn insists, as our ances-
tors    then   felt   more   secure   in   their
ghettoes. Things also, according to him,
were worse than in Tsarist Russia, where
the  pogroms  were  the  work  of  the
Government, inciting people who them-
selves  felt  nothing  like  the  fury  of the
German antisemites. Besides, Germany,
as   the   antisemites   themselves   were
boasting, was the fountainhead of mod-
ern antisemitism whose muddy waters
were flowing out into the world. "Ger-
man  antisemitism  has  method  and  for
this reason is the most dangerous to us."

It  was  bad  enough  while  there  was

peace   and   national   life   was   undis-
turbed. But, Cohn wonders, what might
happen "if suddenly war was declared
as  a  result  of a  political  situation  not
very favourable to us, or, God forbid, a
decisive  battle  were  lost"  -  let  alone
the  whole  war -  "or other  unforesee-
able  events  prevented  the powers  that
be  from  containing  the  excitement  of
the masses?"

Cohn,   who  died  in   1901   aged  59,
could   not   know   of  the  propaganda
which   held  the  Jews  responsible  for
the "Stab  in  the  Back"  in  ]918.  Hitler
was only seven years old  in  1896.  But
it  did  not  seem  too  early  to  warn  that
"the   soil   on   which   we   live   is  being

dangerously   undermined  and   it  may
not be  long before  it will  begin to sag
under our feet.  By then it may well  be
too late to go a-wandering."

Cohn  implores German Jewry,  then
at  the  peak  of its  fortunes,  to  prepare
for  emigration  -  at  once.   This   was
bound  to  take  time  but  he  hoped  the
Government   might   "constructively
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help"  as  their  policy  was  clearly  de-
signed  to  "scare  the  Jews  out  of the
country".   Jewish   parents   were   duty
bound  not  to  have  their  children  hu-
miliated  in  the  race  for jobs  in  which
they   were   resented  but   should   send
them  into  countries "where  moral  and
intellectual standards are put first".

Here  Cohn  has  mainly  one  country
in mind. Since, from the moral point of
view,  it seemed to  him  that the whole
of Europe was "following a progressive-
ly   retrograde   course",   he   suggests
emigration to the USA. "The history of
that country", he writes, "the vigour of
its prosperity,  lies in the absence of all

prejudice on the part of the people and
Government  so  far  as  birth,  race  or
religion is concerned."

Palestine   is   not   even   mentioned.
Cohn does deliver himself of an aston-
ishing   prophecy.   Twenty-one   years
before   the   Balfour   Declaration,   he
foresees  that  "a  political  constellation
may well arise when Germany orsowe
o/fee;.  t4;o;./c7poM/er will  find  jt  expedi-
ent   to   promote   in   its   own   material
interests   the   national   awakening   of
Israel, which after all represents a sub-
stantial    factor   of   economic   and

political power".
At the same time, the writer will  not

rely on what other people may do -he
stresses  what Jews  themselves  should
do.  A Jew, he insists, should not allow
himself to be insulted  or made  to  feel
inferior. The crudest feeling of honour
ought  to  force  him  to  throw  off  the
yoke  of "toleration",  the  substitute  of
full  and unconditional  equality. "It is a
strict command of honour that contempt
be resisted by pride. You don't beg for
your honour to be recognised -by your
action you force men to respect it."

Therefore, so long as Jews were not
ready to leave the country, they should

prepare for resistance -to "make sure
that  we  don't  suffer  the  fate  of  our
fellow-Jews   in   Warsaw,   where   little
more than ten years ago a few hundred
incited  rowdies  managed  to  fughten
150,000 Jews  under the  eyes  of` a  col-
lusive police". Cohn asks: "Dare we jn
this  country  wait  until  the  worst  hap-

pens?"    He  goes  so  far  as  to  suggest
that  German  Jews  should  prepare  for
"armed self-defence" as the Government

was  "blind  and  deaf"  to  "our demands
for protection", while "the bulk of Jew-
ish   traders    and   businessmen"   are
advised  to  support  the  Socjal   Demo-
cratic Party. This was truly a counsel of
despair  and  as  experience  has  shown,
support for any particular political party
would have proved utterly unavailing.

Though  Cohn  never  met  Herzl,  he

knew  of him  as  a  distinguished jour-
nalist,  the  Paris  Correspondent of one
of vienna's leading daily papers, IVci/e
Fre;.e Presse, at the time of the Dreyfus
affair. He immediately obtained a copy
of  Herzl.s  brochure.   It  deeply   im-
pressed him. He at once sent the author
a  copy  of  his  own  brochure.   Herzl,
acknowledging  the  "confirmation   of
much  of my  own  analysis",  declared
himself "powerfully moved by the pas-
sion  of your  prophetic  appeal".   In  his
reply  Cohn  expresses  "confidence  that
we  have  hit  a  nerve  in  Jewish  hearts
that urgently need to be aroused", though
he  is  also  "doubtful  whether  we  both
will be understood and appreciated".

He was under no illusion that any of
his  fellow-Jews  would  take  him  seri-
ously.   But  such   was  his  trust  in  the

grandeur  of  the   Hebrew  heritage   in
which he gloried, that he was  not con-
cerned  what  others,  Jew   or  Gentile,
might or might not think of it. Prophets
-  those  who  understand  the  signs  of
the times -must needs go without hon-
our,   anywhere.   By  writing  what  his
conscience drove him to write -just as
Herzl  had  heard  the  wings  of destiny
beating over his pen -this man too had
saved  his  soul.  Little  else  mattered.  If
his  fellow-Jews  heeded  his  words,  so
much the better -for them.

Like  Herzl,  Cohn was  no practising
Jew.  He  too  had  grown  up  in  a  "lib-
eral",  "assimilated"  family,  in  which
little  was  thought  of marking  the  sea-
son   of  Chanukkah   by   lighting   the
candles  c`f a  Christmas  tree  -until  a
time came when the father of the fam-
ily -Cohn himself -suddenly grabbed
the "gaily decorated" tree and flung  it
out  into  the  street.  He  had  "returned"
to  Judaism,  he  confessed.   Under  the
influence of antisemitism,  he began to
study   Hebrew   and  the   Talmud,   he
"learned how to lay  fe////.#" and as in

Herzl's  experience,   Zionism   became
the Sabbath of his life.

In the perspective of history he was
to  be  eclipsed  by  the  greater  man.  So
he has been largely forgotten -even in
Germany,  where  the  only people  who
took note of him  were the antisemites,
in  their encyclopedia  Sj.g;.//cz  yerj..  But
he  deserves  better.  Today,  a  hundred
years after the appearance of Theodor
Herzl's    /cwf.sfe   S/cz/e,   a   respectful
thought should honour the memory of
Bernhard Cohn.
CAESAR  ARONSFELD /.s cr  ve/ct.cr#/.o!//./?cr/-
isl  and  wi.ilel.  on  con[empoi.al.y  Jewish  a./.i.ail.s.
c/I/who;. a/.The  Ghosts  of  1492:  Jewish  Aspects
of  Tlie   Struggle   for   Religious   Freedom   in
Spain.1848-1976.   ";7d  The  Text  of the  Holo-
caust:      Nazi      Extermination      Propaganda
1919-1945 .
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MY GERMAN HOSTESS SPOKE T0

ANNE FRANK
JUDAISM     SHOULD     NO

longer be regulated by the Shoah.
But still some Jews insist that Jews

should  never  again  have  anything  to
do  with  Germany,  German  products,
German   language,   German   culture.
They refuse to acknowledge Germany,
the   Jewish   communities   living   in
Germany today or the strong influence
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Sonat Hart
Germany has had on Jews and Judaism
throughout   history.   Their   attitude
excludes   Jews   from   understanding
hundreds of years of history before the
Shoah,  as  well  as  the  world  in  which
we live today.

Against that,  I was one of seventeen
American students, of different Jewish
backgrounds,   invited  to  "experience
modern  Germany".  The  programme,
called "Bridge of Understanding", was
organised  and  sponsored  by  the  Ger-
man   Foreign   Office   in   co-operation
with   the   American   National   Hillel
Foundation and a Berlin foundation. In
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the  space  of three  weeks  we  spoke to
politicians,  advisors  to  Helmut  Kohl,
members of the Berlin senate, Ameri-
can politicians and the German Foreign
Office, which hosted a lavish reception
at the end of the programme. We were
introduced  to  members  of the  Jewish
communities,  including  lgnatz  Bubjs,
the  elected  leader  of  contemporary
German Jewry, Jewish reporters, Jew-
ish students and senior German school
children.  We  also  spent  a  week  with
German families. Our programme was
a  test-run  for  what  will  be  four  pro-
grammes  a  year,  bringing  American
Jews to Germany.

All   of  us  experienced  resentment
from other Jews at our interest in Ger-
many -"Why would you want to go to
Germany?  ...  You  should  go  to  Israel
instead ... Jews still live in Geri.many?"

In every city there were experiences
that provided me  with impressions of
"modern  Germany".  But  one  thing  is

clear,  Germany  cannot just  be  "mod-
ern". mstory hangs heavy in the air.

In   Berlin   we   stayed   at  the   Hotel
Unter  den   Linden,   a   once   popular
Communist   Party  hotel,   which   will
soon be tom down in order to build a
"more  beautiful"  replacement.   East

Berlin  is  a  construction  site.  All  the
remnants of communist East Germany
are being torn down and replaced with
extravagant buildings  matching  styles
jn  place before the war.  During a bus
tour  which   was  to   include  "Jewish
sites", our guide showed us an interest-
ing       interpretation       of      Jewish
significance:  "All  of these  businesses
used to be owned by Jews ... and here,
to your left was one of the nicest parts
of town, the richest, where all the Jews
used to live  ..."

We  later  participated  in  a  walking
tour of "Jewish  Berlin"  with  a  young
Jewish guide. We asked our guide if it
is hard being Jewish and living in Ger-
many?   She   responded   that,   at   the
University, some professors who knew
she  was  Jewish  would  "favour"  her
because she was Jewish. Inversely, she
was told by a professor upon explain-
ing to him that she was having trouble
with  his course,  "  ...  but you  are Jew-
ish,  this  should be  easy for you,  Jews
are smarter than other people ..."

During  our  walking  tour  we  were
taken to the oldest Jewish cemetery in
Berlin,   which  was  destroyed  by  the
Nazis.  The  cemetery  no  longer exists,
apart from one gravestone recently re-
placed.  The  Nazis  smashed  all  of the
stones,  dug up the graves and the peo-
ple   living   near   the   area   used   the
gravestones   to   repair  walls   in   their
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homes.   Now,   where   over   12,000

graves  once  existed,  there  is  a  park.
Confronting the emptiness of the park,
imagining  all  of the  souls  who  were
buried there,  I was dumbfounded. The
assault  against  the  Jews  by  the  Nazis
extended even to those who  had been
dead for hundreds of years.  I  kept im-
agining that somewhere in the walls of
the old apartment buildings near where
I was standing are pieces of stone frag-
ments   with   names,   Hebrew  letters,
Jewish stars. Stolen.

The  Neue  Synagogue  Berlin  is  im-

pressive. I was amazed by its grandeur,
especially the large golden cupola with
a  Magen  David on the top,  which  can
be  seen  for  miles.   Seeing  a  Magen
David as part of a sky-line anywhere in
the world would surprise me but to see
it in Berlin was astonishing. The syna-

gogue was badly damaged by the Nazis
and the war.  It has  only recently been
rebuilt and turned into a museum. The
inside of the building has been repaired
with white cement and plaster, instead
of recreating the bright colours and or-
namentation   that   once   existed.   The
contrast  between  the  few  decorated
sections  that  survived  and  what  was
lost,  represented by the  white  plaster,
is   everywhere.   Metaphorically,   re-
building    and    moving    on,    while
acknowledging  that  what  was  lost  in
the Shoah is forever irreplaceable.

After  walking   around  the   syna-
gogue,   a   member   of  the   Jewish
community in Berlin told us: "A lot of

people  say  it  is  a  perversion  to  have
Jewish  life  jn  Germany  ...  but  there
have to be Jews here .„ there must be a
presence  ..."  She  paused  and  added:"...  but,  I  don't want to be buried here

in Germany."
As the guide books say, the town of

Weimar is  "enchanting".  Music  wafts
out  of  fairytale  houses  and  fragrant
bushes line the streets.  It was from this
charming  scene  that  we  set  out to  see
the  Buchenwald  concentration  camp.
What      struck      me      most      about
Buchenwa]d  was  not  the  camp  itself,
of which there are only a few buildings
standing but what was overlooking the
camp.   The   Nazis  had  constructed  a
zoo,  "as  a  tourist  attraction".  During
the  war  countless  families  picnicked
and visited caged animals in full  view
of  Buchenwald,  while  the  shops  of
Weimar  sold  Buchenwald  Zoo  post-
cards to attract more visitors.

Weimar  was  once  the  home  of` the
leading   writers   Goethe,   Schiller,
Herder,   of  musicians  such  as   Franz
Liszt  and  Johann  Sebastian  Bach  and
of the revolutionary Bauhaus architec-

tural  style.  For these  reasons  Weimar
has  been  chosen  to  be  in  1999  "Cul-
tural Capital of Europe". One can only
speculate whether the tourists coming
for    "culture"    will    stop    off   at
Buchenwa]d to reflect not only on what
cultural  gifts  Weimar  gave  but  what
human life it took.

In Weimar we met a group of school
pupils  studying  English.  I  had  always
thought  that  my  high  school   looked
like a prison but it did  not come close
to the prison effect of this high school
built  during  the  Communist  regime.
During our meeting I started a conver-
sation  with  John,  a  student  willing  to
"answer any questions I might have". I

asked him what it was like growing up
next to Buchenwald? He told me that it
had  not  affected  his  daily  life,  yet  he
had visited the camp and thought about
the  Shoah  more  than  most  people.   I
asked  him  if he  had  any questions  of
me,  a  young  Jew?  We  then  began  a
long discussion  regarding Jewish  cus-
toms  and philosophy.  We  quickly  ran
out  of  time  and  he  told  me  that  he
wished we could continue  our discus-
sion for "[he] had only recently learned
about  the  bad  stuff that  happened  to
the Jews". As we were getting ready to
leave he gave me his address and told
me that I was ever in Weimar, I should
call  him.  He said  I  could stay with his
family  "no problem".  Then  he  turned
to  me  and  said  under his breath,  ``this
might be  a  stupid  question but  I  have
always  wondered,  do  a]]  rabbis  wear
beards?"

In  Frankfurt  I  had  my  first  experi-
ence of being separated from the men
during Friday night services.  I was ex-
cited   at  the  prospect  of  going  to   a
traditional   service.   When  we  arrived
the  service  had  already  begun,  so  we
left the men and made our way to the
balcony.  Once  seated  we  realised  that
there was no hope of finding our place
in  the  sjddur  so  we  peered  over  the
balcony to  look  at the  men.  We  were
surprised  to  find  that  some  of  them
were peering up at us. The members of
our group, however, were standing in a
row,   looking  very  stiff  and  serious,
while   the   rest   of  the   congregation
walked   around,   said   prayers   and
hugged children who were wildly run-
ning around the sanctuary.  During the
service we saw a group ofteenage girls
enter  a  door  to  the  side  of the  main
sanctuary.  We  decided  to  see  where
these  young  women  had  gone.  They
were   sjttjng  behind   a   curtain   in   a
smaller sanctuary  for a  y.outh  service.
Aside from being very beautiful, these

Continued on next page
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young women  were dressed as if they
were going to a night club. In this case,
I   could  understand  why  being  sepa-
rated  from  the  teenage  boys  would
make it easier to focus on prayer.

In   Frankfurt  we  met  a  group  of
young  Jewish  adults.   Immediately  it
felt  as  if we  were  speaking  to  people
with whom we had grown up. We had
a  similar basis  from  which  to  look  at
the world even if we spent most of our
time arguing.  In  Frankfurt  I  really felt
we  experienced  a  Jewish  commhnity,
religiously and socially. Spending time
with  young  Jews,  heari.ng  Bubis  de-
scribe  the  Jewish  community,  I  could
no longer doubt that a positive Jewish
life is possible  in Germany.

My  home   stay   was   near  Cologne
with a 29-year-oldjob placement man-
ager named  Karin.  Karin had read the
ad asking for volunteers to host Jewish
Americans  in  their  home  and,  as  she

put  it,  she  called  right  away.  She  had
never met  a Jewish person before  and
did  not  know  anything  about  Jewish
customs, which is probably why my wel-
come dinner included breaded pork.

One evening, we received an invita-
tion from a student on the programme,
to  come  to  a  bar  where  her  hostess,
who  was  Jewish,  sang  songs.   When
Karin, three young German men and I
walked  in,  I  could  barely  believe  my
ears.   Was   I    really   hearing   Hava
Nagi]ah   in   the   middle  of  Germany?
We ordered a round of sambuca, which
came  topped-off with  a  flame.  I  was
overcome w.Tth a. wave  oF  Yiddishkeit
and  decided  to  say  "L'Chaim".  I  was
surprised  when  everyone .at  my  table
said "L'Chaim" as well. As we left the
restaurant  or,  rather,  as  the  restaurant
was closing and we had to leave, I said,
"Shalom" to the waiters and owner and

they all  said, "Weidersehn-Shalom" to
uS.

Driving home from a festival  in Co-
logne,  Karin asked me if Jews believe
that one  either goes to  heaven or hell.
She continued saying that she believes
"everyone  goes  to  hell   first,  because

everyone has done some bad things in
life .„ then one learns one's lesson and

goes to  heaven".  A  few  minuets  later,
she   asked  me   if  I   knew   who  Anne
Frank  was,  for  Frank  is  her  favourite
writer.  She  then  asked  me  if  I  knew
what  an  Ouija  board  is.  I  thought  to
myself,  Karin  is  not  going  to  discuss
contacting   Anne   Frank   on   a   O.uija
board, is she? She then told me that she
and some of her friends h`ad once con-
tacted Anne  Frank on  an .Ouija board.
With great curiosity I asked-what Frank
had  said?  Karin  replied  "She  spelled
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out  H-I-T-L-E-R."   Feeling  a  bit  un-
easy  I  asked,  "then  what?"  She  said
that "Anne told  [them]  that Hitler had
learned his lesson in hell and was now
in heaven." I thought -Sorry Karin but
if there is a hell,  Hitler is a permanent
resident -but I was not given a chance
to respond.

Waiting for a train,  I got into a con-
versation with a woman who asked me
if  I  was  studying  in  Germany?  I  ex-
plained  that  I   was  participating  in  a
German  programme  for  young  Jews.
She  looked  shocked,  did  not  say  any-
thing   and   then   asked   me   if  I   was
Jewish? When I told her that I was, she
replied,  "you  don't look  Jewish."  She
told me that she was interested in Jew-
ish  communities,  for  her  father  was
killed by the Nazis for his work in the
resistance.   She  told  me  that  she  had
"even  been  to  Israel".  She  continued,
"but there are  horrible things in  Israel

...   like  young  kids  wearing  machine

guns  ...  but  you  must  be  used  to  that,
coming  from  America  ..."  In  a  softer
v.oice  she  said,  "now  that  the  Israelis
have power, they are acting like Nazis
towards   the   Palestinians".   I   did   not
want  to  merit  such  a  comparison  by
responding in detail,  so  I  told her that
she  was  looking  at the  situation  in  an
oversjmp]ified   manner  and   that   her
comparison  is  as  inappropriate  as jt is
wrong.   She   quickly   agreed   and   ex-
claimed, "People pay close attention to
Germany   but   no   one   cares   about
France where the extreme right is more

powerful  than  in  Germany."  She  may
be  right  about  the  situation  in  France.
However,  Germany  cannot  escape  its
past, whether through pointing the fin-
ger    at    contemporary    France    or
comparing  Israelis to Nazis.

In   Bonn,   Jewish  journalists   men-
tioned     the      growing      trend      of
"philosemitism". They said the Jewish

cultural festivals are widely celebrated,
that  over 200  monographs  have been
published  about  Jews  before  the  war
and  some Germans even  wear Jewish
stars.  This  js   not  entirely  surprising.
For  without  some  kind  of Jewish  re-
vival,   Germany  cannot  prove  that  it
has moved forward in history,  no mat-
ter how many monuments are built.  In
his essay. Heimaf?  No Thanks! , Hchnyk
M. Broder states, "Even as shadows of
their former selves, [Jews] stand in the
way of the  `Germans'  becoming good
again,  as  Eike  Geisel  calls  it.  German
self-discovery always used the Jews as
a catalyst and it still  does."

While  there  may  be  a  trend  which
promotes an understanding or even an
association  with  Jews,  there  is  also  an

increasing  disassociation  among  Ger-
mans from the past. A lot of Germans
like  to  stress  how  old they  are  not:  "I
was  not  even  born  when  the  war  ..."
Whereas this common disclaimer does
not absolve one of the responsibility to
learn from the past, it is often advanced
as a means of skipping forward in the
book of German history to the present,
where  everything  is   new,   no  one  is
guilty  and  history  is  annoying.   It  is
simpleminded   and   dangerous   for
young  Germans  to  disassociate  them-
selves  from  their  history just  as  jt  is
equally  harmful  for p.eople  to  assume
that  they  do  not  have  a  responsibility
to  learn  from  the  Shoah because  they
are not German, or Jewish or interested
in  history.  Germany  may  still  be  "on
probation"  as  a  member  of the  Press
and Information Office of the German
Government  put  it,  yet we  are  all  re-
sponsible   for   affirming   humanity,
wherever we live, whoever we are.

Human beings  have  been  given  the
inte]]ect with which to choose either to
affirm  "life  and  good"  as  the  Torah
puts it or bring about "death and evil".
We are responsible for our actions. The
Nazis  proved  that  human  beings  can
calculate  and  carry  out  the  most  un-
fathomable evils in an intellectual  and
"modern  society".  What  happened  is

not  ancient  history  and  it  still  affects
Germany today.

This  programme  allowed  us  to  see
Germany in its multifaceted modernity.
Germans  and  Jews  have  been  woven
together with  a tight historical  thread.
This makes it difficult for Jews to see
Germany outside an historical context.
Although one must always look to his-
tory while constructing the present, one
does  not  affirm  life  if one  lives  con-
stantly in the past. One of our German
hosts told  us,  "Creating  a programme
such as this is not a matter of forgiving
or forgetting -it is a matter of improv-
ing the  now." The Jewish principle of
7l.k4z/#,   which   focuses   on   trying   to
"mend, repair and transform the world"

supports   the   reasoning   behind   the
"Bridge    of   Understanding"    pro-

gramme.    One    need    not   applaud"modern Germany" for its initiative to
"improve the now". But these attempts

are essential if we as human beings are
to achieve our bestl
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ls THE RABBI AN  INMAl-E?

o:;::Ry:h::88`:sT:::RSEmt§t:hy::a]:£O:;
the NHS and apple pie. A great deal is
invested     in     their    training.     Our
congregations      invest      in      them
financially.   We   look   to   them   for  a
whole    array    of  'services,    from
leadership  to  learning,  from  solace  to
sermons.

If they are so special, why is it there
are sometimes difficulties between rab-
bis  and  their  congregations?  Why  do
some  of them  leave  us?  Do  we  treat
them right? Can we find better ways of
keeping  them  and  allowing  them  to
grow and flourish personally? Can we
find   ways  to   encourage  and  sustain
their commitment to  us and their cho-
sen role? Here is a new way of looking
at the rabbi and our synagogues which
I  hope will  help us address these ques-
tions and find answers to them.

I  start with an idea developed to ex-

plore   the   behaviour  of  people   as
diverse  as  monks,  prisoners  and  pa-
tients with chronic disorders. The idea
is  that  of  `the  total  institution'.  This
concept  helps  us  think  more  clearly
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about the role of the rabbi  in oiir com-
munities   and   about   some   of  the
difficulties they face i n thei r day to day
work.  It  can  also  help  us  think  about
our role in relation to the rabbis.

What  is  a  total  institution?   ]n  our
society,  the  individual  tends  to  sleep,

play and work in different places with
different co-participants and under dif-
ferent  authorities  without  any  overall
rational plan. One of the distinguishing
features  of the  total  institution  is  the
breakdown  of the  barriers  ordinarily
separating  these  three  spheres  of life.
In  the  total  institution,  all  aspects  of
life  are  conducted  in  the  same  place
under the  same  authority.  Each phase
of the  members'  daily  activity  is  car-
ried out in the immediate company of a
large batch of others, all  of whom are
treated  alike  and  required  to  do  the
same thing together.  All  phases of the
days'   activity  are   tightly   scheduled.
The sequence of these is imposed by a
body  of officials  and  rules.  The  vari-

ous  activities  of  life  are  brought  to-
gether   in   a   single    rational    plan
purportedly designed to fulfil the offi-
cial aims of the institution.

Inside  the  total   institutions,  where
there  are  many  people  who  are  to  be
managed by a small  number of others
normally referred to as the staff, there
are  a  number  of distinguishing  prac-
tices. There is a clear split between the
inmates and the staff. The inmates live
in.  They  have  restricted  contact  with
the  outside  world.  They  are  inferior
vis-a-vis the staff. The staff come and
go,  working  their tour of duty.  Often
the  staff and  inmates  hold  stereotypi-
cal views of each other. There is little,
if any,  mobility  across  the  lines.   In-
mates don't become staff and even talk
across the lines may be conducted in a
special  tone  of voice.  Contact  across
this divide is restricted to official busi-
ness.

These  attributes of the  total  institu-
tion   have   the   positive   function   of
enabling large numbers of people to be
managed  by  a  small  number of staff.
Because of the breakdown of the barri-
ers    between    parts    of   the    day,
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everything the inmate does can be seen
by  a  staf.f member and  can  loop  back
on  him  -an  inmate's  conduct  in  one
area can be thrown back at him  in an-
other.   There   are    often    stripping

procedures  at  admission.   Clothing  is
taken away.  Uniforms which are worn
by   all   other   inmates   are   provided.
Forced  deference to all  staff members
is required, as are forced relationships.
The authority of the staff group relates
to  a  multitude  of aspects  of  life,  for
example  dress,  manners,  deportment,
eating.   The   inmate   is   constantly

judged. Any member of the staff group
can,  of course,  discipline any member
of the inmate group.  Inmates learn that
there are house  rules which will  guide
every aspect of their lives.

Entering  the  total  institution  volun-
tarily  or  involuntarily,  the  inmate  has
to   learn  modes   of  adaptation  to  the
social establishment of which she or he
is now a part. Not surprisingly, 1.nmates
react  in  dif`ferent  ways  to  being  in  a
total    institution.    The    sociologist
Goffman  identifies  five  patterns  typi-
cally   found   to   characterise   inmate
behaviour.  Some  of them  can  coexist.
Some   are  played   out   one   after  the
other.   In  some,   inmates  opt  for  one
dominant mode of adaptation. The five
lines the inmate can take are situational
withdrawal,   intransigence,   colonisa-
tion,  conversion and playing it cool.

Inmates who situationally withdraw
are  focused  on  themselves  and  events
immediately  around  them.  There  is  a
drastic  curtailment  of involvement  in
interactional events, sometimes seen as

going  "stir  crazy".  Inmates  who  take
the intransigent line intentionally chal-
lenge   the   institution  by   refusing   to
co-operate  with  the  staff.  Whilst  mo-
rale may be high for the inmate in this
mode   of  reaction,   staff  may  see   a
heightened  need  to  break  the  inmate.
This mode of reaction is, Goffman ar-
gues, typically temporary and an initial
phase of reaction with a shifting by the
inmate   to   situational   withdrawal   or
some  other  line  of adaptation.  An  in-
mate     who     colonises     uses     the
experience  of life  on  the  outside  as  a

point of reference to indicate the desir-
ability of life on the inside, building up
as good an existence for him or herself
as   possible.   The   inmate   may   have
found  him  or  herself a  home.  The  in-
mate    who    follows   the    mode   of
adaptation  named  conversion  appears
to take over the official or staff view of
themselves and triesio act out the role
of the perfect inmate. The inmate who
follows the  line of playing  it cool,  fol-
lows  an  opportunistic  combination  of
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adjustments to ensure survival and the
guarantee of getting out in due course,
as  physically  and psychologically  un-
damaged as possible. Playing it cool is
the  most  common  pattern  of  inmate
reaction  according  to  Goffman.  Most
inmates do not pursue any of the other
modes  of adaptation  very  far or very
consistently.

The world of the staff is so different
from  that  of the  inmates  in  that  the
institution  in  which  they  work  is  not
all-encompassing  of their  lives.  They
are in positions of power vis-a-vis  the
inmates.   However,   even   staff  have
problems.  These  derive  from  the  hu-
man nature of the inmate.  People have
to be dealt with as ends in themselves
and people can also be refractory.  It is
true that  humans  can be  left to get on
and  spend  a  long  time  without  direct
supervision.  However,  the  very  inde-

pendence  of  humans  can  be  used  to
manipulate  staff.  The  humanity  of an
inmate  can  also  make  a  staff member
feel  compassion  and  enable  them  to
see   similarities  between   themselves
and the inmate.

The total institution is clearly an ab-
straction, an `ideal ' type but it provides
us  with  a  set  of ideas  which,  I  think,
can  help  us  look  more  clearly  at  the
messier real  world which  congregants
and rabbis share.

In   synagogues,   we,  the  members,
come and go.  Only a small  part of our
lives   is   conducted   within   its   walls.
Even  those  synagogue  members  who
are  actively  involved  and  spend  more
of their time than two days a year can-
not be said to be the inmates of a total
institution.  I  feel this is a fair comment
notwithstanding   the   views   of  some
spouses of synagogue council members.

But  our  rabbis'  jobs  have  three  of
the four major features of total institu-
tions.  It can be illuminating to think of
our rabbis  not as staff members but as
inmates.   Many  aspects  of  their  lives
are conducted in the same place under
the  same  authority,  "the  council  and
executive".  The phases of the day and

year are rightly scheduled and the vari-
ous activities they carry out are brought
together  under  a  single  plan  to  fulfil
the aims of the community. Rabbis ex-

perience the breakdown of the barriers
which   ordinarily   separate   the   three
spheres of life -sleep, play and work.
Rabbis  spend both  work time  and  lei-
sure time -is there a dif`ference for the
rabbi,  I wonder? -on synagogue busi-
ness.  Rabbis are very visible to a large
number  of  `staff',  namely  synagogue
members.  It  js  hard  to  see  where  the
synagogue  ends  for rabbis.  The  sepa-

ration  of the  worlds  of work,  leisure
and family, so clear for many of us, are
fuzzy  at  best  for  rabbis.   Hardly  djs-
cemible,  I  would  hazard  a  guess,  for
many of them.  The  synagogue is truly
a total  institution for them.  In the local
dell, the travel  agents, even the library
or  walking  in  the  park,  a  rabbi   can.
meet a  `member of staff'  and be  sub-
ject to  their scrutiny  and  expectations
about  the  proper behaviour  of an  `in-
mate'.   How  he  or  she  was  seen  to
behave  in  the  library  can  suddenly be
brought  into  a  discussion  about  per-
formance    in    the    pulpit.    Rabbis,
however,  do  not carry out their activi-
ties in the company of a large batch of
similarly situated others.  It is also true
that some rabbis do at least have fami-
lies.   Goffman   saw   the   family,   not
solitary  living,  as  the  structural  oppo-
site  of  the  total   institution  from  the

perspective of the inmate. The family,
he argued, was the structural guarantee
that   total   institutions   would   not  be
without resistance.

From  this  standpoint,  the  family  of
the  rabbi  becomes  a  crucial  agent  in
preventing the  synagogue  becoming  a
total  institution  for the  rabbi.  That  is,

preventing  its  all-encompassing  char-
acteristics.  In  many  communities,  the
staff members seem to want at least the
spouses to be in the institution.  Should
the  families  of  rabbis  enter  the  total
institutions  which  are  our  synagogue
communities?  Should  we expect them
to?  Is it feasible,  for example,  for rab-
bis'   children   and   their   spouses   or

partners  to  pray  in  other synagogues?
Would  it  be  better  in  the  longer  run,
not just for our rabbis but also  for our
communities,   if  they  are   allowed  to
remain  outside  it?  The  rabbi's  family
can become a crucial agent in prevent-
ing  the  total  institution  of which  they
are   an   inmate  becoming   all-encom-

passing.   This   can   have   beneficial
consequences  for  their  mental  health
as well as that of they congregants.

The  barrier  between  the  staff  and
inmate  is part of the total  institution's
structure.  Exchanges between  the  two

groups only occur in offlcial  points of
contact.  This  suggests  that  rabbis  can
never  have  fiends  within  their  com-
munities.  What  does  this  mean  for  a
solitary  inmate  or  for  the  children  of
rabbis?  Maybe  the  friendships  we  all
need  to  sustain  us  in  non-total  institu-
tion  life  and  with  which  the  ordinary
total   institution  provides  the   inmate,
can  only  be  found  for our solitary  in-
mate jn friendships with other inmates
at  other total  institutions.  Do  our  rab-

Continued on next page
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bis  meet  together  frequently  enough?
Phone  each  other enough?  Should  we
encourage  this and  see  it as an invest-
ment?

Most rabbis do  not have the  solace,
if such it is, of spending the day in the
company   of  like-situated  others.   In
most  congregations  the  rabbi  has  the
full  focus of the staff` on him or her as
an individual. I would suggest that rab-
bis  need  to  set  up  special   events,  in
addition to their existing retreat to pro-
vide      themselves      with      support
networks. The rabbis need to establish
local   networks,   perhaps   with   other
clergy  from   other  establishments  or
even  with other `caring'  professionals
in  their  neighbourhoods.   Do  they  do
this? Can we  help them to invest in it,
support it financially?  Will  they do  it?
Will  they play it cool  if we offer some
support here  or are they inevitably in-
transigent,  rugged  individuals most of
the time?

If  our  rabbis  are   inmates   of  total
institutions,  can  they ever be at  rest?  I
think the answer is probably  `no',  un-
less   they   are   truly   outside   the   total
institution   of  their  community   in   a

physical   sense.   Even  then,   I   wonder
what  if  they  meet  `x'   at  an  airport,
railway station,  motorway service sta-
tion   or   National   Trust   property?

Perhaps clearly defined days when they
are  not  in  the  institution  -a  rabbi  on
leave  -  is  something  we  congregants
should  insist  they  take.  Can   s4czbbcz/
me#£/chafe, sabbath rest, ever be part of
their lives? Can our rabbis be at home
on shabbat after the service supported
by  their  families?  Do  we  allow  that,
encourage it?

In many ways rabbis have privileged
positions.  They  are  visible  leaders  of
our communities. They are well trained
before they arrive in them.  To the un-
initiated  they  could  appear  to  be  the
senior  staff  member.  Using  the  con-
cept  of the  total  institution,  we  know
better than to think so naively.

Rabbis   and   the   communities   in
which they serve are a special case of
the   total   institution.   When   we   talk
about  our  rabbis  and  our  synagogues
in meetings or over coffee,  we do not
usually think of them  as inmates or as
total  institutions.  I  am  suggesting  that
it is helpful to reflect about them in this
way.  For if we do  so,  we can begin to
understand  that  some  of the  tensions
and difficulties which rabbis and con-
gregants  experience  with  each  other
arise  from  the  roles  we  play  in  our
synagogues,  rather than  from  the per-
sonality  differences   that   are   often
offered as explanations for these dif.fi-
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culties.  Using  the  concept  of the  total
institution  may  help  us  provide  some
solutions for some of these difficulties
without resorting to therapists.  In their
attempt  to  understand  human  behav-
iour,       sociologists       and       social
anthropologists  start  from  looking  at
the position and the context of the po-
sition  in  which  we  find  people  rather
than the genetics or the personality or
intelligence   of  that  person.   Starting
from this perspective,  we may be less
self-critical,  less  into  mortification  of
ourselves  and others,  less  psychologi-
cal in our orientation. I think it js easier
to change organisations than individu-
als -though we often need to do both
to improve situations.  If we cannot en-
tirely  do  that,  since  miracles  may  not
be within human  reach,  we can  surely
look  for  practical  ways  in  which  our
rabbis  can  limit the  all-encompassing
nature  of  the   organisation  in   which
they  are   employed  and  thus  enable
them to serve us better.
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In September  1995, a Jain-Jewish Association was launched at the
Sternberg Centre for Judaism in North West London. Rabbi Fred

Morgan spoke to the inaugural meeting and now addresses
MA:RTNA. readers on the same subject.

8EFORE   I   ENTERED   LEO
Baeck  College  to  train  for  the
rabbinate,   I   was   Lecturer  in

Indian  Religions  at  the  University  of
Bristol.  About  eighteen  years  ago,  as

part of my work, I spent several months
in   India,   living   there,   studying   and
teaching. One of the high points of my
time    there    was    my    visit    to    the
Rajasthani  hill  station  of Mount  Abu.
There I  saw the lain Dilwara Temples,
famous   throughout  the  world.   I   was
awestruck by these magnificent carved
white   marble   temples,   crowded   with
their   many   columns   and   statues   of
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Tirthankaras,   Jain   heroes   from   past
eons,  representing  the  munificence  of
devout  Jain  laymen  of past  centuries.
As  I  wondered  at  the  temples,  I  could
hardly   have   imagined   that   eighteen

years  later  I  would  be  addressing  the
inaugural   meeting   of  a   Jain-Jewish
Association at the  Sternberg Centre.  If
I  were  to  describe  this  experience  in
Jewish  terms,  I  should  say  that  it  was
mitzvah.  In  Indian terms,  I  would  have

to say that it must be my karma.
At the time  when  I  stood  on  Mount

Abu  those  eighteen  years  ago,  there
was  hardly  a Jajn  community  in  Brit-
ain.  lain  immigration  to  this  country
only  started  after  the  Second  World
War and even then for the first decades
it  was  only a  trickle.  The  Jain Temple
in   Leicester   was   dedicated   only   in
1988.   But   the   Jewish   community,
though  extremely  small   by  compari-
son   with   the   overall   population   of
Great  Britain  -  300,000  Jews,  com-
pared  with  a  total  population  of 56'/2

Continued on next page
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million  -   has   been   estab]jshed   here
since the days of Oliver Cromwel] and
in  the  mid   1600s.  There  had  been  an
earlier  Jewish  community  in   Britain,
since  Jewish  traders  arrived  with  the
Romans.  But  the  earlier  Jewish  com-
munity   was   expelled   from   Great
Britain near the end of the  13th century
and  there. was  no  visible  Jewish  pres-
ence  here  for  almost  400  years.  This
means  that  there  were  no  professing
Jews   in   England   at   the   time   when
Shakespeare   wrote   the   character  of
Shylock.  This  is  one  of the  problems
the   Jewish   community   continues   to
face  today,  the  problem  of stereotyp-
ing  based  on  ignorance.  Ignorance  is
the greatest enemy of tolerance.  Since
the   late   1600s   however,   the   Jewish
community  has  grown  and  flourished
in Britain, not numerically but in terms
of our participation  in  the  wider soci-
ety and our ability to achieve successes
in the  social  sphere.  The Jewish  com-
munity  in  this  country  has  generally
been  well  tolerated,  albeit  sometimes
as  a  rather  curious  historical  sect,  by
the great majority of the population.

This will probably be true of the Jain
community too and is the first of many
similarities   between   the   two   com-
munities,   which   augurs   well   for  an
association  between them.  It is  not by
accident that the Jains have been styled
by  Western  observers  as the "Jews  of
India".  The  fact  that  the  Jews  are  not
call  the  "Jains  of Britain"  is  undoubt-
edly  due  to  the  massive  ignorance  of
Jainism  outside  of  India.  This  is  de-
spite the powerful influence on Britain
in this century of the teachings of Ma-
hatma  Gandhi,  who  drew  heavily  on
the  Jain  concept  of ahimsa  "non-vio-
lence",   in   his   practical   philosophy.
What, then, are some of the other simi-
larities   between   the   two   religious
communities?

First,  as  I  have  already  suggested,
both the Jain and the Jewish communi-
ties are tiny minorities, not only in their
places of foreign domicile but even in
the regions of their origin. I have com-
mented on the small number of Jews in
Britain,  now  estimated  at  just  under
300,000. This minority situation is true
throughout Europe.  It has had an enor-
mous impact on the way that we Jews
see  ourselves,  on  our  sense  of confi-
dence  or lack  of it  to  make  our voice
heard  as  a  community   on   issues  of
wider  social  concern.  Because  of our
small  numbers,  we  are  often  timid  in
speaking out.

We Jews are also in the minority in
the  region  of  our  origin,  the  Middle
East.  We are a few million  souls,  sur-
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rounded by  millions  upon  millions  of
Arab neighbours. Again, this has had a
profound effect on our sense of confi-
dence     and     self-will.     The     Jain
community,  too,  is  a  tiny  group,  both
in  its  homeland  of India  and  also  be-

yond lndia's borders. It has never been
seen  as  a `"main-line"  religious group,
indeed  it  has  often  been  confused  by
scholars as a Hindu sect.  Surely, then,
it  is  good  for  two  minorities  such  as
ourselves   to  get  together  and  learn
from one another's experiences. It may
even  be  possible  for  both  groups  to
bolster their confidence by sharing ex-
periences.

Another  similarity  between   Jains
and  Jews  has  to  do  with  life  here  in
Britain. We are both diaspora commu-
nities,           uprooted           culturally,
linguistically and in our religious ritu-
als   and   ceremonies.   Our  religious
calendars   are   not  the   same   as   the
Gregorian   calendar  and   we   do   not
share the British festivals.  Even more,
our native festivals are  not recognised
in this country.  Last year for instance,
Rosh  Hashanah  fell  on  the  day  when
the  school  year began.  So  two  of my
children had to start at the new schools
on Rosh Hashanah. My wife and I were
thus faced with the decision whether to
allow   our   children   to   miss   Rosh
Hashanah  in  order to  attend their first
day at a new school, or whether to miss
the  first  day  of classes  in  order to  at-
tend   Rosh   Hashanah   services.   We
opted  for the  latter but   it  was  not  an
easy   decision.   This  example   shows
how deeply families can be affected by
our being diaspora communities.

We  are   diaspora  communities   not
only in cultural/religious terms but also
in  another  sense  which  is  sometimes
difficult  for  the   British   majority  to
comprehend.   We  often  feel   cut  off
from  our  homeland,  that  is  the  place
where  we  feel  most  readily  at  home,
where we act most naturally and with-
out  affectation.  This  is  an  important
feature of the Jewish attachment to Is-
rael, which often exists in tangible terms.
For the Jain community, the homeland
is  India.  This  diaspora  experience  of
our two communities is worth sharing.

Perhaps  as  a  result  of  feeling  up-
rooted  from  our  "home"  and  always
being perceived in our minority group
status here  in  Britain,  both the Jewish
and the Jain communities focus on de-
veloping   strategies   to   protect   our
fragile   identities.   We   promote   close
family ties,  we  encourage  community
networks and self-help organisations -
the Jewish welfare organisations i n this
country  are  among  the  finest  in  the

world -we  create  the  new  institution
of the "community centre" in order to
draw  our people together.  The  "syna-
gogue"   has   certainly   shifted   in   its
functions  towards  becoming  a  "com-
munity  centre"  here  in  Britain,  as  in
the   United   States.   This   has  become
clear  to  me  from  my  work  with  the
Jewish community in  Hungary,  where
due to the prevalence  of Communism
for several  decades,  synagogues  have
definitely  not  grown  into  community
centres in this way.

Further,  we  create  myths  about the
closeness of the Jewish family and the
Jewish community,  even when the  re-
ality   is   different.    It   is   the   case
nowadays that the Jewish  community
is beset with problems of domestic dis-
harmony,    divorce,    single    parent
families  struggling  to  survive  and  all
the rest of the  social problems around
the family which face the rest of soci-
ety. After all, we live firmly within the
wider  society  and  there  is  no  reason
why  we  should  escape  its  problems.
But this does not mean that we should
give up our "myths", our ideals. These
ideals help us to protect our-identity in
what is often felt to be a hostile social
environment. This js another theme for
the two communities to explore.

Yet there  is an  irony for both com-
munities in that in our eagerness to be
accepted by society at large, we strive
to  "get  ahead",  to  succeed  in  terms
dictated by the wider society. The Jew-
ish       community       is       keen       on
self-advancement,  earning a good liv-
ing,  educating  our children  above  the
norm  and  so  perpetuating  our success
within British society. Alongside these

goals,   we   espouse   ethical   principles
and standards which,  again,  are above
the  norm.  This  is  in  part  because  the
Jewish religious tradition upholds ethi-
cal  probity  and  justice  as  very  high
ideals but   it js also to  demonstrate to
the world at large how upright we Jews
are as  citizens.  In this way we protect
our place  in  the  society  of our adop-
tion. There is  nothing wrong with this
but  it  js  important  to  recognise.  For
example,  if a  Jew  receives the  Nobel
Prize,  the   whole  Jewish   community
kvells, takes great pride in the achieve-
ment.  But  if a  Jew  is  found  guilty  of
fraud and sent to prison the whole com-
munity   kvetches,    complains   and
worries about it.  We feel  exposed and
vulnerable in our success. This can be
both for good and for bad. Again, this
is a similarity worth exploring.

On the other side of the same coin,
the   two   communities   face   similar
threats to our well being. We both have
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to deal  with tlie phenomena of assimi-
lation from  within the community and

prejudice  from  without.  Anyone  who
has  a  teenage  child,  as   I   do,   knows
exactly what I mean by "assimilation".
Teenagers always want to be the same
as  their friends.  And,  sadly,  prejudice
is a feature of societies around the world
with the possible exception of India.

Further,   from   the   Jewish   angle   I
would  certainly  argue  that  we  lack  a
clear sense  of purpose  and  role  in  our
diaspora environment. What I mean is,
short of total assim].lation, what are we
Jews supposed to be doing here in Brit-
ain, as a community? What are we here
to achieve? I can certainly identify per-
sonal  religious  goals  for  myself as  an
individual.   For  example,  it  might  be
my  goal  to  perform   mitzvot,  obliga-
tions  laid on me by  God.  It might be a

personal   goal   to   support   my   syna-
gogue.  It  might  be  a  personal  goal  to
transport my children every Sunday to
religion   school.   But   co;7?;7izf#cr/  goals

are  more  dif`ficult  to  identify.  Indeed,
the way I  have expressed it, there may
well  be  a  messianic  dimension  to  this

quest for meaning among the commu-
nity.

This  brings  me  to  my  final  point.  I
have spoken so far about the sociology
of  our  two   religious   communities,
questions   of  identity  and   assimilary.
But I am a rabbi, not a sociologist. And
as  a  rabbi,  I  am  also  interested  in  our
respective  religious  outlooks,  how  we
see  ourselves  acting  as  religious  be-
ings   and   how   we   seek   religious
fulfilment.  From  my  studies  I  under-
stand   that,   as   religious   systems,
Judaism  and  Jainism  come  from  en-
tirely different universes. The absolute
Jewish belief in a unitary, creating and
caring  God  is  in  itself a  world  away
from Jain views about the enslavement
of infinite souls/./.1/crs in karmic matter.
The  Jewish  idea  of the  mitzvah,  per-
forming deeds for the glory of God, is
a  world  away  from  the  Jain  idea  of
/apczs,   burning   away   karmic   matter
through the heat of ascetic practice.  It
is clear that our two communities come
from  totally  foreign  "families  of reli-
gion".  Yet,  because  I  am  a Jew,  I  feel
myself  bound  to  explore  and  under-
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stand the differences between us. This
in   itself  is  a  religious  predisposition
and ob]igatjon.

From  the  Jewish  point  of view,  the
belief that  God  has  created  all  of  us
equally in His image means that it is to
His  glory  for  me  to  learn  about  the
Jains and their differences.  It is by ex-

ploring the diversity of God's creation,
including  the  diversity  of religions  in
God's  world,  that  I  can  best  develop
my  relationship  to  God.   By  learning
from  Jajns about the Jajn  religion  and
coming  to  accept  them  for  who  they
are, I come to understand my own beliefs
and practices better.  Maybe this is the
messianic aim of our work together .

RABBI  FRED  MORGAN  /ect!tred  j.#  /#c77.c7#
Religiors   al   the   University   a.I.   BI.islol  .I.ol.   six

yeai.s   be`fol.e   enlel.ing   Leo   Baeck   College   lo
pill.stle  a  I.abbinical  col.eel..  He  is  now  minister
o./` Nol.Ih  Wesl  Siin.ey  Synagogiie  and  leclilres
ir. Ih.eology  and. mid_I.ash  al  Leo  Baeck College.
He  has  nevei.   lost  his  enchan[Inelil  \\ii[h   India
and  hel.  \`Ia.vs  o.|` thinking.

ORTHODOX FUDGE
Sir,

I WAS      INTERESTED      IN
David   Newton's   article   about
`chained   women'.   I   believe   that

the  Orthodox   Belt   Din  are  trying  to
fudge   a   solution   by   reading   into
Deuteronomy   an   obligation   on   the
husband   to   provide   the    ge/,   which
certainly is not there and without which
he   should   be   sent   to   Coventry   or
something of that sort.

Many years ago,  while  I  was  still  jn

practice, my client was very distressed
after her divorce because, out of sheer
cussedness,   her  husband   refused,  to

provide the get. She had no immediate
desire  to  re-marry;  she  was  orthodox
andj.ust felt  unhappy.

I  went  and  talked  to  the judge  who
had  pronounced  the  divorce.   He  was
very sympathetic, although not Jewish
but explained  that he  had  no power to
order  the  husband  to  provide  the  get.
What  he  said  he  could  and  would  do,
however,  was  to  make a  very high  or-
der   for   payment   of   maintenance
against  the  husband,  although  my  cli-
ent  was  not  seeking  any  maintenance,
to continue for theirjoint  lives or until
the marriage was dissolved under Jew-
ish  law by a get.

The   gc/   arrived   without   further
trouble. Sidney Z. Manches

London NW8
Con[imled on ne.x[ page
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RIO'S
`ROSH HASHANAH'

WARNED     BY     WELL-
meaning    friends    of   the
dangers of Rio de Janeiro at

night,   we   had   made   the   mistake   of

going  to  the  hotel's  Gala  New  York
Buffet.  The  atmosphere  was  stultify-
ing.  A  mournful  trio  played  the  blues
and the room  was half-full  of foreign-
ers like ourselves, eating the  rich food
with  no  appetite and wishing we were
home  with  friends  and  family.  In  the
streets   below   our  window   table   we
watched  a  steady  flow  of white  con-
verging   on   the   beach,   like   a   crowd
scene from  "Gfec7#dr. ". The whole town
was   out  -   children,   babes   in   arms,
household pets.  We fled to our rooms,
changed  into beach clothes  andjoined
thejoyful throng waiting in the tropical
night air for midnight.  It was  a  family
occasion. A giant beach party filled the
sandy miles of Iponema and in hollows
candles burned,  memorial  lights to the
dying year. Loud-speakers churned out
current  hits  and  suddenly,  without  a
countdown  or  warning,  the  sky  was
ablaze with showers of coloured stars.
We  watched  as  people  went  down  to
the  water's  edge  and gently  laid  white

gladioli one by one on the waves.  Each
flower represented a hope for  1996.

It was an almost religious ceremony,

giving  the  evening  a  deeper  spiritual
meaning  than  does  the  orgy  of over-
indulgence   or  bored   anticipation   so
often  experienced  at  home.  Here  was
no wild drunkenness or hysterical  exu-
berance  but  a   real   feeling  of  a   vast
family welcoming the future together.

It  all  seemed  familiar.  It  is  after all
on Rosh Hashanah, our New Year, that
traditionally  white  garments  are  worn
as a symbol of humility,

In Jewish tradition too, the candle is
symbolic of body and soul.  The flame
is  the  soul  and  it  is  believed  that,  by
lighting  a  candle  and  keeping  it  burn-
ing , the soul of the departed is aided in
its journey  heavenward.  And on  Rosh
Hashanah afternoon, Jews visit a body
of  water  to   empty  their  pockets  of
crumbs  and  recite  penitential  prayers.
Some  scholars  are  convinced  that  this
ceremony  of` Tashlich  is  of pagan  ori-

gin  and  that  the  emptying  of crumbs
from one's pocket was associated with
the primitive idea of giving the devil  a

gift so that he would not cause harm.
It  seems  that  in  devoutly  Catholic

Brazil  we  witnessed  a  "Jewish"  New
Year.
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Jill  Leuw
London NW8

b
FIRST SERMON

AVID   ABULAFIA   (MAIVIVA
50,     p.13)states     that     the
founders   of  West   London

Synagogue    wanted    "sermons    in
English rather than Portuguese". This
cannot   be   correct.   My   great-great-

great-grandfather,   David   Aaron   de
Sola   (1796-1860),   gave   the   first
English   sermon   at   Bevjs   Marks   on
March  261831.   From   1834  he   was
invited   by   the     A4czfeczmcrc7   Standing
Committee of his synagogue to deliver
English sermons every month, at a fee
of £2 each.  He spent much of the rest
of  his   life   labouring   to   produce
English    translations    of   prayers,
biblical  and rabbinic texts.  His prayer
books  are  used  to  this  day  in  some
Orthodox  synagogues.  In  the  preface
to  his  A4;.sfe#cz  (1845),  jt  is  stated  that
members of Bevis Marks requested the
translation   to   help   to   dispel   "long
entertained doubts as to the divjnjty of
the oral law".

There was no need to travel to West
London simply to hear an English ser-
mon.   The   important   issue   was   the
theology  of the  sermon,  not  its  lan-

guage.  Indeed,  I  disagree  with  David
Abulafia   when   he  suggests  that  the
members  of  our  first  Reform   Syna-
gogue     were     not     interested     in
theological  issues.  Reform  in  Britain
is  not,   nor  ever  has  been,   simply  a
"religion of convenience".

Rabbi  Dr. Michael  Hilton
Menorah Synagogue

Manchester M22

•.   :   ..

DEFYING BEVINsP
ROFESSOR        ALDERMAN
writes  (A4cr##c7  49)  that  "Ernest
Bevin's  Palestine  policy  ...  was

supported by the Jewish  Labour MPs,
not  one  of  whom,  not  even  Maurice
Orbach   and   certainly   not   Barney
Janner,   could  be   persuaded  to   vote
against it,"

This   is   incorrect.   One  Jewish   La-
bour   MP   had   the   courage   of  his
convictions  and defied  the  party whip
by voting against  Bevin's proposals -
Dr Sam Sega], then MP for Preston. He
was   subsequently   carpeted   by   Mr
Attlee and Herbert Morrison but main-
tained his stance at the interview.

Professor Ben Segal
Edgware,  Middx

PROFOUND

David   Abulafia,   John   Rayner   and
Eugene  Borowitz.   It  was  an  exciting
and  inspiring  read  and  great  food  for
thought.

With regard to  Rabbi  Bayfield's  ar-
ticle, I have always felt that the Akedah
is an archetypal example of man being
prepared to do God's will -even con-
trary to his own will. The extremity of
God's command is seen in the repeated
emphasis  on   Isaac  being  Abraham's
only  son.  The  heinous  nature  of.  the
command  has  to  be  regarded  as  irrel-
evant.   I   see   the   story   as   not  being
concerned  with  judging  God  by  our
standards  but  about  Abraham   being
prepared to make the ultimate sacrifice
for  God.  The  preparedness  is  every-
thing and,  of course,  the  sacrifice  was
not  required.   If  the   writer  was  con-
cerned   to   portray   this   faith,   this
preparedness, then he could not tell the
story with Abraham  repeating his bar-
ter  with  God  as  at  S'dom:   that  was
another story and, I agree, very appeal-
ing.   I   think  the   Akedah   reveals   the
archetypal   God-centred   man   -   but
would we like to see the story told in a
different way? Would it be more palat-
able for us if,  for instance,  Abraham's
ultimate  sacrifice  had  been  to  surren-
der his own  life  rather than  his  son's?
For us the story may be flawed, is prob-
1ematic.  Nevertheless,  for me,  it is the
most profound story of all.

(Mrs) J A Walford
Basings{oke,  Hanfs

`.`:`.

1995.

While  it  is true that  some  husbands
withhold  the  "get"  because  they  hope
for   a   reunion   with   the   estranged
spouse,   it   is   not   true   in   my   case
because, at the time of speaking to your
journalist,   I   was   aware  that   my   ex-
husband  had  remarried,  so  the  point  I
made   was   a   generalisation,   not   a
specific.

I   remain   within   Orthodoxy   for  a
number of different  reasons  but  defi-
nitely not because I have "no reason to

go" -that is totally inaccurate.
Sandra BIackman

London NW8
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William Wolff

Afr,,?:::e:ha?n:stsi;,r#s:s:pcuTbn;
startling figures  sent out by  the Institute
forJewishPolicyResearch,therevamped
London think tank now financed by Lord
RothschildandthepropertymagnatePeter
Levy.

Forty  four is  the  most  surprising  and
misleading of its figures. That is the per-
centage they assign to the present rate of
inter-marriage.  That  figure  is  arrived  at
after  counting   in   the   ultra-orthodox.
Leave  those  out  of  the  reckoning  and
their  marriage  habits  have  as  l].ttle  rel-
evance to the rest of us as has a sfec!dcfee#,
`marriage broker' to a Take That pop fan

-and the percentage shoots up we]] over

the  50  mark.  So  the  majority  of young
Jews,  certainly more than half but more
likely more than two thirds,   now marry
non-Jewish partners.

That is  a  figure  which  so  far we dare
not even acknowledge.

Until  we  do,  all  plans  for Jewish  sur-
vjval  or  continuity  are  so  much  fiction
and fairy tale.

•tit.

Aernol|::i.:fl:¥]':T,c::IiFo:fn:oT?raze:
Appeal.   Local   interest  in  the  JIA  has

petered out -one `briefing' meeting with
an   Israel   embassy  official   this  winter
attracted an audience of three, this writer
not included.

It would be more churlish  than even  I
wish to be  not to go to the meeting with
other local rabbis to seek to rekindle some
interest.  But  I  have  no  hope  whatsoever
that it will be other than a pleasant social
occasion -from Lubavitch to my Liberal
self, we do get on well  locally.

So far as the vast bulk of Anglo Jewry js
concerned,  the  JIA  is  now  a  lost  cause.
Evenrecruitingex-Australianpremiers]ike
Bob    Hawke,    or    Jehan    Sadat,    the
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extremely attractive -in looks and person-
ality -widow of Egypt's first peace maker
Anwar Sadat, cannot resuscitate it.

I   c`annot  convince  anyone,   not  even
myself, that Israel still  needs our money,
when   every   Anglo  Jewish   institution,
from   my   own   synagogue   to   Jews'
College   and   Leo   Baeck   College   are
starved of cash.

The  fact that a portion  of JIA  money
now comes back to Ang]o Jewry does not
alter that fundamental fact.

To  re]aunch  any  pro-Israel  organisa-
tion  on a mass basis  needs a  new vision
and  the  marketing  wizard's  skills  of  a
Martin  Sorrell.  I  can  spy  neither  round
any Anglo-Jewish committee table.

Mt¥:]a::E:::tnt:liot;e::m#;:c;;
had  at  the  end  of a  gnarled  staff.  Poor
Moses had to find it, pick it up and stretch
it out before water would turn to blood or
sea into dry land.

All  that the  post-modern  rabbi  has  to
do  is  to  stand  by  a  pulpit  and  a  mere
mumbled word will make  chess champi-
ons  dash  to  whist drives,  Bach buffs  to

jazz nights and the overdrawn or  merely
cautious   write   four  and   five   figure
cheques that won't bounce.

In an Anglo-Jewry otherwise bereft of
faith,  every organiser of every function,
from tea parties in fifth floor flats to gala
dinners in five star banqueti.ng suites, be-
lieves  with  a  faith  they  deny  Sinai  that
any  word  from  any  pulpit  will  fill  halls
and houses.

How deeply touching the  illusion and
how  moonstruck.  And  what  a  bore  for
rabbis and their captive congregations.

The:rf%Trh:o:oBx¥:bsL:::;::;OEUR:ti
lookssuccessful.Sofarandonthesurface.

Both  the  House  of Lords  and  the  or-
thodox rabbis -a strange alliance of fuzz
and  ermine  -    have  devised  means  of
using the civil  courts to  force the grant-
ing of a religious divorce.

That   may   still   have   to   await   the
Messiah because the willingness of civil

j.udges  to  interfere  in  religious  matters
remains  I.n  doubt.

An even more grave doubt hangs over
the stance of the progressive movements.

Should we have given our offic].a] sup-

port to  measures which  may turn out to
be a sham?

And when, I.n any case, they fudge our
own  clear stand  in  principle  against the '
creation of agunot -chained women.

And when, above all, our own rabbinic
authorities  offer every  woman  the  clear
means of ending that desperate status.

•?J;a

M:o;N:C:E:::w:e::e:;:|r:d;C::c:
senior American colleague was reporting
to us, in total  confidence, on his  closest
workmates. And everyone, recent recruit
to  long  or  false  in  tooth,  was  either
"wonderful"  or  a  "very  fine  person",

usually  both.
I  am  used to such  table  talk from  my

ultra  orthodox  relatives  enthusing  about
other charedim - ultra orthodox - espe-
cjally recent converts to that cause.

To   hear   this    language    from    an
American  reform  figure  se"ng  realism
was  a  shock  to  the  sober  system.  So  I
looked around the table at my colleagues
with searching, if not entirely new, eyes.

Hand  on  pounding  heart,  I  would  de-
sc".be each, to the last man and woman,
as a "very fine person". But wonderful?

Alas,  I  wore  plain,  plastic  lenses  that
morm.ng.  Cannot  afford  those  with  the
rose tints.

•it.

Og::%#:o:R:o:sepn]#u:::tF=:R::):nt::
Ivez.r  rczmz.d -  the  lasting  light  -  in  his
synagogue  was found  to have gone  out.
Coincidence?  .

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  J.s  "j.#/.sfe/.  a/ fAe
Brighton  and   Hove   Progi.essive  Synagoglie.   He
has  previously  served  congregations  in  Reading,
Milton Keynes, Newcastle upon Tyne, and was as-
sistant  to  Rabbi  Hiigo  Gryn  at  the  West  London
Synagogtle.  Bofore  he  became  a  rabbi,  he  was  a
journalist  on national newspapers.
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THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY
The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural
venture`. Its aim is to bring a wide range of Jewish cultural
and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of
a large audience. Regular activities include concerts,
debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and lectures.

Membership of the Society
gives easy access to the
many amenities of the
Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish
centre in  Europe. These
facilities  include a bookshop,
library,  cafeteria,  extensive

grounds and tennis courts.
Membership also brings
advance information  about
events,  priority booking and
ticket discounts and automatic
subscription to MArvM.
Membership can be on either
an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are  modest.  The
rates for 1995 are:

Single  membership           £20.50

Family membership          £32.50

Senior citizen/
student  single                       £1.6.75

Senior citizen-family        £23.75

Existing s.ubscribers to  MIAAVA
may deduct the  unexpired
portion  of their subscription
from the Manor House Society
subscription.

Details and application forms
from Pain Lewis at the
Sternberg  Centre

MANOR  HOUSE SOCIETY FORTHCOMING  EVENTS
April 17th,18th (8.00pm) and 21st (7.30pm)

``Wedding  of the Year"  by Norman  Robins  -a new production  by S.T.A.B.S.,  The  Drama Group

of the Manor House Society at The Old  Bull Arts Centre,  68 High  Street,  Barnet

6th May
Annual  Away  Day  (with  North  Western  Be form  Synagogue)  to  Beth  Shalom  Holocaust Memorial  Centre,  Nottingham

7th May -8.15pm
Mare  Chagall:  Shtetl  Dream  or Citizen  of the World?  -A  lecture by  Monica  Bohm-Duchen

8th May-16th June (with The Leo Baeck College)
Marck Chagall:  The  Record of a  Friendship:  An  exhibition  in two parts

Dedications:  A  unique collection  of books with  drawings and  inscriptions  by  Chagall
The Master at Work in  Old Age:  a photographic  record  by Alfred  Neumann

Sunday 12th May -8.00pm
An  Evening with Joan and  Dannje Abse

Sunday 2nd June -8.00pm
Summer Celebration  to mark the 15th Anniversary of the founding of The Sternberg

Centre for Judaism and the 75th  Birthday of Sir Sigmund Sternberg

Sunday 7th July -8.00pm
Everything you wanted to know about Korngold but were afraid to ask...

An  illustrated  lecture on  Erich Wolf gang  Korngold by  Jessica  Duchen

loth -31 st July
Y®ung  Jewish Artists Summer Exhibition  -An  exhibition  of the works  of the Sternberg  Prizewinners

accompanied  by a full  programme of talks and workshops for young  people

July 16th,17th and 18th -8.00pm
S.T.A.F].S.  Midsummer  Review

LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,1.15pm -Summer  1996 Series:  May  16th  and 30th, June  13th  and 20th, July  llth

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from  23rd  April  -25th June, Tuesdays  10.00am -12.30pm  and  1.30pm -4.00pm

S.T.A.R.S
Manor House Society Newly Created Drama Centre

Ongoing  programme  of play  production,  play  readings,  workshops,  play writing  and theatre outings
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